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FOREWORD FROM
THE INTERLINE
It’s tempting to think of fashion’s
problems as being long-standing and
intractable. But the way the industry works
today – overproducing, encouraging
overconsumption, marking down and
disposing of staggering volumes of unsold
product – is a relatively new phenomenon.
And that means it’s not too late to change.
Online shopping, for example, has
become so ingrained in most societies
that it’s difficult to picture a world without
it. But eCommerce has been possible for
less than two decades, and most analysts
would place its real inflection point much
more recently than that. And the same
goes for fast fashion: that model seems
to have been with us forever, but even the
most charitable retrospective would place
its origins in the 1970s, and most of its
explosive growth has, again, come much
more recently.
To be direct about it, most of fashion’s
problems are significantly less than a
century old, and many have only taken on
their more severe, current forms since the
turn of the millennium. Clothing production
has more than doubled in scale since we

were worried about Y2K (which seems a
very quaint concern now) and the industry
now produces in excess of 100 billion units
per year. The majority of which is thrown
away.
It’s reasonable to blame some
combination of a post-war consumerism
boom, fabric advancements,
communication revolutions, and technology
for what happened in the latter part of the
20th century. It’s harder to find an outside
culprit for how fashion has developed in the
early 21st century; the scale the industry
currently has is the scale it chose, and
culture and commercial interests were
the prime catalysts. People wanted more
clothes, cheaper, and investors were happy
to back that model.
Those forces are still what’s driving
fashion today, even with a global pandemic
and now a war in Europe providing the
backdrop. Some of the industry’s biggest
names are posting record profits primarily
attributable to margins made through
volume, while others are looking to grow
even further – doubling their scale within
the decade.
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It would be hard to overstate how
unsustainable this all is. Even if we forget
the environmental connotations of that
word, no discretionary industry can
sustain indefinite growth and voracious
consumption – especially when much of
the world is seeing a marked increase in the
cost of essential goods and services.
As long as mass market fashion
continues to measure its success by
how much more it can keep making and
releasing to an already overburdened
market, the industry is highly unlikely to
hit its sustainability targets. Because that
burden is getting heavier, exponentially
quicker. It’s being placed on landfills,
which are extending into the desert. It’s
being placed on logistics networks, which
buckled during the pandemic and have
yet to fully recover. It’s being placed on
consumers – the younger generation of
whom want to buy with a conscience, but
are forced to shop with their wallet and
perpetuate the cycle. And it’s being placed
on the people involved in the production
of fabrics and finished garments, whose
conditions are arguably the worst they’ve
been in a long time.

around for as long as it feels like it has.
The industry has to be willing to unpick
ideas that seem so deeply intertwined
that nobody can remember an alternative.
We need to challenge whether scale has
to be the way fashion quantifies success,
and if so, whether that scale can be
sustained through equitable treatment,
environmentally-sound production, and
technical innovation.
There are ways forward from here for
fashion. But the key realisation, from my
perspective, has been that none of them
much resemble the recent past. To dust
off, pick up, and keep producing and
consuming like before would be to miss
the largest opportunity in living memory:
for fashion to truly reset, rather than just
rebound.
The rest of this report, which The
Interline is proud to support, is the work
of experts in various different facets of
fashion. Read on, and they’ll guide you
through not only why the industry needs to
reset, but how.

All of which is why fashion is awakening
to the need to come back from the
disruption that’s characterised the last two
years in a different shape. And invention
is providing the tools to facilitate that
awakening. From local production to fabric
innovations; from digital printing and dyeing
to recycling and resale; from a conscious
choice to produce less, to a decision to
target entirely new, all-digital markets.
In the short term, fashion’s most
pressing task is to challenge the status
quo – keeping in mind that it has not been

BEN HANSON,
Editor-in-Chief, The Interline
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IT ALL STARTED WITH A
MUTUAL LOVE OF FASHION…
We decided it would be interesting
to trace how an industry that we all love,
ended up with these complex issues and
what steps we are taking to resolve the
sustainability problems we see now.
So we sat down together with a team
working from the US, Canada, France,
Germany, the Netherlands, and India,
to analyze which historical events and
developments led us to where we are today,
the choices we made as a society, and how
the fashion industry is evolving.
We meticulously studied the subject
matter by breaking down what has been
done so far from the standpoint of new
sustainability movements, business models,
new materials, supply-chain disruptions,
and how the Covid-19 Pandemic impacted
these developments.
We further zoomed in on biodegradable
materials and industry leaders, digital ondemand fashion, its subdivision, Made-toMeasure, and the necessity to be conscious
of digital pollution in our transition from
physical to digital.
Finally, we wanted to provide an industry
perspective and interviewed subject matter
experts in all areas - sustainability, new
materials, and supply-chain disruptions.
Please read on to learn more about the
process of B-corp certification from our
B-Corp expert, the bright future of natural
fabrics from Natural Fiber Welding, and
sustainability perspectives in the context of
Made-to-Measure from AtelierMunro.
Modern-day fashion has undergone a
remarkable journey since the first secure
online transaction was completed in 1994.

Nike had just dropped their legendary
Jordans - but surprisingly that first online
transaction was the purchase of a Sting CD,
selling for $12.48.1 However, many believe
that the very first online exchange was
actually the sale of marijuana as early as the
1970s.
Things have evolved rapidly since
and spiraled into a mosaic of tech
advancements, bad decisions, lessons
learned, and ingenious innovations.
Today’s tech behemoths, Amazon, eBay,
Google, were making their first steps in
the mid ‘90s when the fast fashion giants
of today were shaping new purchasing
behaviour through brick and mortar,
followed by online stores.
Towards the end of ‘00s, Victoria’s
Secret emerged as an eCommerce leader2,
with its Angels catwalk shows attracting
millions of people to their website. Other
fast-fashion companies began catching up
and building their own online stores, with
Zara going online 10 years later in 2010.3
During these 10 years, the industry
embraced multiple technological and
business models innovations, such as
online storefronts, mobile apps, pop-up
stores, and the infamous fast fashion. Fast
fashion brought unethical practices and
the exploitation of child and cheap female
labour, as it continuously grew with limited
alternatives. For the most part, this growth
remained unregulated up until the tragic
events in Bangladesh, the collapse of Rana
Plaza in 2013. Rana Plaza became a glaring
symbol of what was wrong with fast fashion
and can be considered a focal point in the
sustainability movement within the industry.
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FASHION 30 YEARS AFTER THE FIRST ONLINE TRANSACTION

In just 30 years, thanks to technology, ethics, and business know-how, fashion is turning into a digital beast with sustainability at its core
FASHION E-COMMERCE
FIRST ONLINE
MARKETPLACES

FAST FASHION
RISE OF BRICK
& MORTAR RETAILERS

E-COMMERCE
PAYMENT SYSTEMS

ONLINE
STORE-FRONTS

ULTRA FAST FASHION
RISE OF
MOBILE APPS
POP-UP
STORES

DROP CULTURE
PHENOMENON

Internet
was born

TRANSPARENT
SUPPLY CHAIN

ATHLEISURE

SUBSCRIPTION
BOXES

SECOND-HAND

RECYCLED
MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
MARKETPLACES

JUST IN TIME
MANUFACTURING

First online
transaction
registered
(1994)

Launch of
Amazon,
Ebay &
Google

Boohoo
& Shopify
founded
in 2006

00’
Launch of
Supreme

Zara and H&M
international
expansion

SUSTAINABILITY, PERSONALIZATION, EXPERIENCE

BIODEGRADABLE
MATERIALS

Lululemon
makes
athleisure
a trend

RFID
AI-BASED
APPLICATIONS

10’
Launch of
Alibaba

POP-UP STORES
COMEBACK

RENTALS

CLOTHES
REPAIRS

DIGITAL
AVATARS

ON
-DEMAND

INTERACTIVE TECH
FABRICS & COLORING

DEEP TECH – PERSONALIZATION, PREDICTION, & VERIFICATION

Victoria’s Secret
1st subbecomes
scription
e-commerce
box appeared
leader
in 2004

‘90s
Nike
dropping
Jordans

SUSTAINABILITY MOVEMENT

Louis
Vuitton
goes online

Source: Team Research

It is essential to mention that the
industry does tend to repeat itself, and
similar catastrophes had occurred, dating
back to the industrial revolution when
production was becoming faster, cheaper,
and less ethical. In the early ‘1900s, poor
working conditions for garment workers
led to massive fires: “fire broke out in
New York’s Triangle Shirtwaist Factory in
1911. It claimed the lives of 146 garment
workers, many of whom were young female
immigrants.”4
However, the tragedy at Rana Plaza
sparked public outrage and spurred interest
in more ethical production and consumption
from customers and corporations. It also
encouraged the deployment of deep tech
into the business canvas of existing and
emerging startups.
Alternative models started to appear
separately and in combination with usual
retail practices: transparent supply chain,
ethically sourced sustainable materials,
rentals, second-hand platforms, repairs,
recycled, upcycled, biodegradable and
interactive textiles and, of course, digital
fashion. Using these methods became a
vital selling point in attracting and staying
relevant to customers. Consumer behavior
was changing, “too clever for mindless
consumerism, forcing producers to become
more ethical, more inclusive, and more
liberal.”5

Zara goes
full-on
online

Rana
Plaza
2013

Google &
Zalando
AI based
design
prediction
2016

SEWBOTS &
ROBOTICS

3D DESIGN
& PRINTING

BLOCKCHAIN

Amazon
patent for
on-demand
apparel 2017
First Blockchain
Collaboration

VR: VIRTUAL FITTING
& POP-UPS
COBOTS

20’
France
Stella Mcprohibits
Cartney
destruction &
incorpounnecessary rates Mylo
clothing waste
leather

Mainstream trends

Sub-trends

This interweaving of sustainable
methodologies has resulted in fashion
becoming an increasingly innovative
space, constantly soaking in and
combining the latest technologies,
reimagining the shopping experience:
RFID, AI, Sewbots, Blockchain (read
more here about Blockchain in fashion),
AR, VR, 3D Design, and even Cobots
(collaboration between human and
robots). In our opinion, they will become
integral parts of a fashion brand of the
future.
Last but not least, we think fashion
is making a critical loop back to its roots
when fashion was manufactured and
consumed on-demand. We believe the
heritage and beauty of made-to-measure
and made-to-order are coming back, but
in a new and exciting form infused with
the latest technologies. Fashion went from
tailor-made, ready-to-wear to fast fashion
which was paid for in environmental
currency. Experimenting with different
models and technologies, and now going
back to how it started - tailor-made in its
improved form.
Let’s dive into some of the most
exciting developments described
above: sustainability movement, textile
innovation, and finally, on-demand apparel
manufacturing.
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CONTRIBUTIONS AND
RETRIBUTIONS TO FASHION
SUSTAINABILITY
Let’s go to the roots again and
see how the term sustainability
originated. This brings us back
to 18th century Germany and
a word no one from our team
can pronounce: “Nachhaltigkeit,
meaning sustained yield.” It
first appeared in a handbook of
forestry published in 1713 and
was used to describe ‘never
harvesting more than the forest
can regenerate.’ The translated
term appeared in English
beginning in the mid-19th century.
The term and its application
continued to evolve until it was
officially defined by the Brundtland
Commission of the United Nations
in 1987: “sustainable development
is development that meets the
needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own
needs.”6
Fashion has continued to be
a model example of not following
this definition at every stage
from production to consumption.
For those who have yet to
come across the list of fashion
misdoings, we will briefly
summarize the highlights in this
section. However, feel free to skip
the following two pages if you are
already familiar with the topic.
FABRIC CREATION
• COTTON WATER CONSUMPTION
• CRUDE OIL-BASED FABRICS

MANUFACTURING
•
•
•
•

OUTDATED FACTORY MACHINERY
TOXIC DYES
CO2 EMISSIONS
CHEAP LABOR, CHILD LABOR

UTILISATION
• MICROFIBERS
• TEXTILE WASTE

0

2 000

4 000

6 000

8 000

10 000

Pair of jeans
(1000g)

10 850

Single bed
sheets (900g)

9 750
2 720

T-shirt (250g)
Diaper (75g)
Johnson’s Cotton
Bud (0,333g)

12 000

810
3,6

Source: Water content in liters, Statista

1. FABRIC CREATION

Cotton is thirsty
Nine barrels of water are
required to produce one barrel of
Canadian Sands oil (considered
the world’s dirtiest form of
energy)7, and it takes ~70 barrels
to produce just one pair of jeans.
One barrel of oil gives us 70
hours of electricity, 280 mile, 540
toothbrushes, and so on, while
one pair of jeans is, well, one
pair of jeans.
At a global scale, this has
had massive consequences.
The Aral Sea has completely
dried out, and needless to say,
it destroyed local communities
dependent on this body of water.
Polyester and other synthetic
fibers (covered in the next
section) constitute ~70% of all
fabrics, primarily manufactured
from crude oil (through oil
cracking and obtaining Ethene
or Ethylene). China is the largest
manufacturer and exporter.

2. MANUFACTURING

Power-hungry and
rudimentary machinery
Most textile and clothing
factories are located in
developing countries

where social and economic
advancement has been slow in
part due to social structures and
labour exploitation. “The French
environmental organization
Geres estimated that garment
factories in Phnom Penh,
Cambodia burn through 2.3
million cubic feet of wood every
month. To feed wood-fired
boilers, factories are clearing
old-growth forests.”8
Toxic water
It is hard to maintain
necessary water levels and
even harder to deal with
wastewater from production.
Post-production processing
and dyed by-products are
released into fresh-water rivers
as-is, eventually entering seas
and oceans. In fact, “the UN
estimates suggest that globally,
80-90% of wastewater is
returned to the environment
untreated.”9
Stats on emissions
According to a 2019 stat
from the UN’s environmental
programme, fashion is
responsible for ~10 % of global
carbon emissions — more
than all international flights and
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maritime shipping combined.
According to McKinsey, “the
fashion industry emits about the
same quantity of Greenhouse
Gas (GHG) per year as the entire
economies of France, Germany,
and the United Kingdom
combined.” At these levels,
fashion will miss its respective
target to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), a decrease in GHG by
50%. Instead, the industry is
set to overshoot its target by
almost twofold, with emissions
of 2.1 billion metric tons of CO2
equivalent in 2030”.10
The real price of cheap labour
Approximately 170 million
children are engaged in child
labor, with many making
textiles and garments to satisfy
consumers’ demand in Europe,
the US, and beyond.11 Other
large groups involved in clothes
manufacturing are severely
underpaid. “Bangladesh (the
world’s second largest exporter
of clothes) has a minimum
wage for garment workers of
5,300 taka (£45/€62) per month
which is far from the 8,900 taka
(£75/€104) that is needed to
cover a worker’s basic needs”.12
Low wholesale prices (sometimes
less than £5 per dress) force
even UK factories to pay well
below the minimum wage,
sometimes as low as £4 per hour
in some dark factories.13
The Covid-19 pandemic made
things worse for the developing
countries. Facing the choice of
keeping economies open and
functioning or locking down.
“Imposing strict lockdowns in
poor countries—where people
depend on daily hands-on labour
to feed their families—could
lead to as many deaths from
deprivation and preventable
diseases as from Covid-19.”14

3. UTILISATION

Microfibers laundering
In terms of plastic bottles,
most of the clothing produced
is made from polyester, nylon,
and acrylic, all synthetic plasticbased textiles. These textiles

Microfibers amount released into enviroment

265
497
Plastic microfibers amount generated by textiles
Source: Worldwide microfibers lost to the environment and generated by textiles, thous. metric tons – Statista

release around 200 mg of
microfibers per kg of clothes,15
so with an average load of 5kg,
we are releasing one gram of
microfibers. We know that 1 kg
of microfibers would amount
to ~120 plastic bottles16. In 10
washes a small household would
release one plastic bottle worth
of microfibers into the ocean.
These bottles end up in
bodies of water and our food
chain: “Tiny plastic fibers have
been found in the stomachs of
deep-sea fish living in a remote
part of the South Atlantic Ocean.
Researchers think that between
10 and 30 percent of fish in any
sample will be contaminated
with microplastics.”
Addicted to consumption
We find ourselves in a vicious
‘chicken or the egg’ cycle of
increased consumption and
production, with brands and
consumers constantly chasing
each other through faster buying
decisions and collections output.
We don’t even know which
drives production practices,
consumers’ needs, or fashion
company’s calendars?
To start with, consumers do
buy more and discard faster,
“While people bought 60%
more garments in 2014 than in
2000, they only kept the clothes
for half as long.”18 In Britain,
shoppers buy five times more
than what was purchased in
the 1980s, according to a 2019
UK parliamentary report. The
World Bank estimated that
40% of purchased items are
never even worn. As a result,
it becomes increasingly hard
to predict the demand. New,
never worn garments are often
discarded as collateral damage
in this demand race before even
reaching the customer: “H&M

was accused of dispatching 13
tons of new, unsold clothing to
the furnace annually”.19 Other
brands, including (but not
limited to) Burberry, Nike, Urban
Outfitters, Richemont, follow
the same practice, with fashion
generating “4% of the world’s
waste each year, equating to 92
million tons”.20
The Covid-19 pandemic has
only further exacerbated the
situation. McKinsey estimated
the spring-summer unsold
stock of 2020 at 160B EUR21,
the bulk of this inventory most
likely ending up in landfills.
With more than 70% of
clothes made from polyester,
this volume of articles would
take more than 200 years to
decompose.
The problem is getting
more extensive and severe as
lower-income countries reach
higher income and follow the
same consumption habits as the
developed countries.
Early to mid-20th century
fashion started noticeably
changing. Fashion began

HOW DID WE
LET ALL OF THE
CONSEQUENCES
SLIP AND HOW
DO WE ADDRESS
THEM TODAY?
implementing practices to
enable mass production (more
on this in chapter three, “It
all Started with Made-toMeasure, But where Did it
Go?”). Interestingly, during the
second industrial revolution,
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INITIATIVES FORMED IN THE LAST 10 YEARS
YEAR OF
COLLABORATIONS:

RANA
PLAZA

_LVMH
& WeTurn,
& Canopy
_Primark &
Repreve Our
Ocean

H&M
FOUNDATION

CRADLE
TO CRADLE

TRUE COST
MOVIE

2012

2013

2014

2015

SDG

FASHION
REVOLUTION

CANOPY
PLANET

GOOD
ON YOU

PATAGONIA
ACTION WORKS

2016

2017

2018

GLOBAL FASHION FASHION
FOR GOOD
AGENDA

COMMON
OBJECTIVE

CIRCULAR
FASHION

PARIS
AGREEMENT

2019
NEW STANDARD
INSTITUTE

2020

_MyTheresa &
Vestiaire Collective

2021

15 PERCENT THE INDUSTRY
WE WANT
PLEDGE

THE FASHION
PACT AT G7
UN FASHION
ALLIANCE

Source: Major Fashion Sustainability Initiatives, Team Research

EFFORT PRIOR TO 2012

1961 COUNCIL OF FASHION
DESIGNERS AMERICA
(CFDA)

1964 INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CENTRE

1972 UN ENVIRONMENTAL
PROGRAM

1983 BRITISH FASHION
COUNCIL

1989 WORLD FAIR TRADE

ORGANIZATION (WFTO)

1989 CLEAN CLOTHES

CAMPAIGN (CCC)

1992 FAIRTRADE FOUNDATION
1997 GLOBAL REPORTING
INITIATIVE (GRI)

1997 CONFERENCES OF

-today PARTIES (COP)

1999 FAIR WEAR FOUNDATION
2000 WASTE AND
RESOURCES ACTION
PROGRAM (WRAP)

2002 TEXTILE EXCHANGE
2002 GLOBAL ORGANIC
TEXTILE STANDARD
(GOTS)

2002 BETTER COTTON 2005
2008 CENTER FOR

SUSTAINABLE FASHION

2009 ELLEN MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION

2009 COPENHAGEN FASHION
SUMMIT

2009 I:COLLECT
2011 SUSTAINABLE APPAREL
COALITION & HIGG
INDEX

2011 ZERO DISCHARGE OF

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL
(ZDHC) 2011

sewing machines adopted
the “American System of
Manufacturing,” which was
initially developed for the guns
industry.
On top of popularizing mass
production, when the world was
emerging from WWII, people
were ready to consume.
One more development
around this same time was
the appearance of polyester,
nylon, and acrylic. Nylon was
invented and commercially
produced in the 1930s by
DuPont, a US chemicals
company. Subsequent marketing
campaigns highlighting nylon
made this chemical-based fiber
a roaring success. Nylon was
so liked by female consumers
that when DuPont switched
to military production limiting
stockings supply, there were
nylon riots, “the most extreme
instance occurred in Pittsburgh
in June 1946, when 40,000
people lined up for over a mile
to compete for 13,000 pairs of
nylon stockings.”22
In 1946 DuPont switched
from nylon to polyester after
purchasing the patent from
British scientists. They heavily
marketed the fabric, yet again
to the female consumer,
promising fewer wrinkles
and easier ironing. By the
1950s, synthetic fibers were
in all types of clothing, and

DuPont’s imaginative marketing
campaigns made the fabric
even more desirable. They sent
out the samples to prominent
designers such as Coco Chanel,
Jean Patou, and Christian Dior,
who all used polyester in their
shows as early as 1955.
As you can see, a series
of events in less than 50 years
created the scene for a perfect
storm: high post-war demand,
growing wages, exponentially
growing output, with new
non-biodegradable (but highly
convenient) fabrics to complete
and lock the new supply chain.
It is no surprise that society
reeling from the tragedies of war
and socio-economic hardships,
never paused to question the
environmental cost and the
aftermath, let alone erect a
regulating body.
Subsequent advancements
such as offshore manufacturing,
ease of world trade, (relatively)
simplified logistics, urbanizationdriven dress codes, and easy
access have shaped what we
call fast fashion. Unfortunately,
companies and consumers did
not ask enough questions, so we
must rewrite the rules today.
Some counter-movements
to the consumerism of fashion
appeared as early as the postwar 50s but did not gain much
impact for obvious reasons.
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% WHO AGREE THAT THEY WOULD PAY MORE FOR
ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

58

61

%

Gen Z
(16-21)

%

Millennials
(22-35)

55

46

%

Gen X
(36-54)

%

Baby Boomers
(55-64)

Source: Global Webindex Q2 2018 Base: 111,899 Internet users aged 16-64

Subsequent efforts for change
come in all shapes and sizes
- trade unions, governments,
new treaties, campaign groups,
research and excellence centers,
sustainability rankings, fashion
brands, retailers, small designerled companies, management
consultancies, even celebrities,
and school students. The
individual movements have
penetrated academic circles as
well. Universities are offering
fashion sustainability certifications
and even master’s degrees.
The goal is to tackle social and
environmental issues in more
proactive ways, on a larger scale,
and at higher speeds.
As you can see, there is
a lot of activity on the matter.
Still, this enormous effort is
quite scattered with no tangible
legally-binding consequences.
“These global gatherings have
a mixed track record of driving
change,” and several of them
indeed “culminated in historic
commitments,” such as the 2015
Paris Agreement. But overall,
“Things aren’t going well,”23 as
pretty much most countries are
failing on climate pledges made
in Paris 7 years ago.
The latest COP 26 proved
precisely that: some brands
genuinely undertook various
climate-related initiatives, and
some are significantly lagging
behind. For example, Ralph
Lauren not only pledged to
“invest $5 million in regeneratively

farmed cotton,” but the company
is also actively working on
incorporating sustainable
practices into their production.
Another positive example is the
Sustainable Markets Initiative
Fashion Taskforce members,
including Burberry, Zalando,
and our favourite supporter of
sustainability, Stella McCartney,
who joined forces in deploying
Digital ID to provide and track
sustainability characteristics to
the final customer.
Although commendable
efforts have been made by a
handful of brands, drastic change
is still required in the area of
supply chain: “nearly two-thirds
of fashion companies are not on
track to meet their own targets
to cut down on these third-party
emissions.” We need more,
not only from governments,
brands, and factories but us as
consumers. And we can see
an unprecedented pushback
from the customers’ side. With
newly gained knowledge on
the industry shortcomings,
millennials and Gen-Z, who
will soon represent the bulk
of the overall consumers, are
pushing the agenda through their
purchasing decisions, forcing the
fashion brands to change their
operating models.
The Covid-19 pandemic
shifted consumer purchasing
habits towards sustainability,
giving birth to eco-wakening.
Multiple pieces of research

corroborate this trend. Selected
cases in point: Kantar mentioned
that sustainability was more
of a concern for consumers
than before the outbreak. BCG
said that sustainability now
matters more than ever for
consumer-oriented companies.
It is not just fashion that is
getting a sustainable makeover.
Consumers are changing
behavior across all sectors
when it comes to sustainability.
McKinsey highlighted that 57%
have made significant changes
to their lifestyles to lessen their
environmental impact. More than
60% report going out of their way
to recycle and purchase products
in environmentally friendly
packaging.
Customers are also more
open to the now-famous
trio: resale, repair, and rent.
According to a McKinsey &
Company survey, 70% of
women globally were open to
buying second-hand in 2019
compared to 45% in 2016
and 31% of Gen Z consumers
are willing to pay more for
products that have the most
negligible negative impact on
the environment, compared to
only 12% of Boomers.
Brands feel that the
customers are ready to explore
these concepts and start
introducing them into their
business model as we speak
either internally, or through
collaboration with startups.
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CHANGE IN BEHAVIOR DURING COVID-19
CRISIS, % OF RESPONDENTS (N=2,004)*
I HAVE MADE
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
TO MY LIFESTYLE
TO LESSEN MY
ENVIROMENTAL
IMPACT

Strongly agree

Speaking of resell, a
platform, Reflaunt, was
mentioned multiple times at
the Vogue & Google summit of
2021 as an easy and convenient
renting solution for brands
to explore reselling. Another
platform, Nuuly, adopted not
one but two business models,
offering both reselling and
renting.
Repair is also gaining a lot
of traction. Restory, a fashion
repairing platform, is working
with the biggest luxury fashion
brands and has grown 3x over
the course of a few years.
E-tailers have also
introduced their own efforts.
For example, Zalando buys back
used items from its customers
for store credit and resells them
through a newly introduced
“preloved” category, making a
“Zircle”. Whether it is actually in
line with sustainability goals or
promotes artificially sustainable
consumerism is perhaps a whole
other discussion. Still, such a
system definitely helps to break
the stigma against second-hand.
Rent the Runway continues
to lead the clothing rental
service sector. However
many ready-to-wear brands
in different market segments
are playing with the idea.
Banana Republic, Rebecca
Minkoff, and even H&M
introduced rental concepts
in several locations. Some
brands are taking a more
drastic route and are redefining
the concept of growth. Such
brands opt for de-growth after

Agree

Somewhat
agree

Somewhat
disagree

7
15

I HAVE STARTED
TO GO OUT OF
MY WAY TO
RECYCLE

17
9
21

18

29

34

35

25

I HAVE GONE OUT
OF MY WAY TO BUY
PRODUCTS IN ECO
PACKAGING

17

22

9
Disagree
Strongly
disagree

12
7

6

10
7

*Figures may not sum to 100%, because of rounding. Question: Thinking about your habits and attitudes over the past several weeks compared with prior to the Covid-19 crisis,
to what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Source: McKinsey

enjoying several successful
years for rapid growth levels.
For example, a “conscious
decision [has been made
by] Asket to cap growth in
line with the brand’s mission
to build “a world free of fast
consumption.”24 Such longterm existence, rather than
growth, has been evangelized
by Patagonia for years.
Last but not least, supply
chain transparency appeared
at the forefront of the
sustainability movement. The
concept of radical initialization
is attributed to Everlane, but
the chain received massive
backlash and allegations of

hypocrisy, meticulously covered
by most news outlets about a
year ago.25 With transparency
becoming more of a given,
there are more and more
brands adopting the concept,
hopefully, this time for real.
How do brands keep up
with the evolved customer
and ensure the required
product traceability, supply
chain transparency, and intime communication to the
consumer? We think one of the
answers is digitization at every
step of the cycle and for all the
business models mentioned
above. Let’s see how the
pandemic affected this trend.
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DIGITIZATION: ONE OF THE KEY
SUSTAINABILITY INGREDIENTS,
CATALYZED BY THE PANDEMIC
One of the answers to
the fashion industry pitfalls
resides in computerization
and digitization. The
Covid-19 pandemic caused
unprecedented calamities,
from significant supply chain
disruptions, massive order
cancellations, to the rapid
closure of brick and mortar
stores. Lockdowns worldwide
highlighted the risks associated
with fast fashion, high supply
chain interconnectedness, and
the challenges associated with
global sourcing.26
The aforementioned events
led to massive layoffs, hitting
factory workers in low-income
countries especially hard:
a study by Workers Rights
Consortium found that “31
factories supplying clothes to
leading global brands owed
40,000 laid-off workers about
$40 million in severance pay
to which they were entitled…
[calling it] the tip of the
iceberg.” 27
Because of these massive
disruptions to the value chain,
fashion companies were
forced to innovate. Pivoting
to digitization to improve
transparency, traceability,
production agility, and customer
satisfaction in both product
quality and the information (or
story) behind it.
According to a McKinsey
study, ‘innovation has been
scaled up along the entire
fashion value chain: from design
(3D design, AI planning) to
merchandising and planning
(virtual sampling, video signoffs);
B2B sell-in (digital selling,
virtual showrooms); sourcing

and supply chain (nearshoring,
vendor integration) and
consumer engagement (virtual
shows, social selling), innovation
is here to stay. This innovation
is imperative in surviving and
thriving in a post-Covid world.’28
In short, digitization has
become paramount in the
post Covid world for fashion
companies, and from a
sustainability perspective, it is
aiding in the industry’s ability
to evoke lasting changes. The
Business of Fashion stated
that governing bodies are
getting involved as well. The
European Commission’s (EC)
Communication “Shaping
Europe’s digital future”29
provides clear guidance

about the vision for the role of
digitization in achieving climate
ambitions and the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). In
March 2021, the Commission
presented the Fate of Fashion
Covid-19 Report, stating that
“lockdowns have elevated
digital as an urgent priority
across the entire value chain
but, unless companies scale
up and strengthen their digital
capabilities in the recovery
phase of the crisis, they will
suffer in the longer term.”
As brands, designers, and
creatives are transitioning to
this “new normal” in pursuit
of being digitally relevant,
one strongly emerging trend
lies at the intersection of

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT GETS A DIGITIZATION BOOST
Usage of selected digital tools and approaches (Percentage of respondents)
Video conferences
for sample approval

14

3D design
collaboration
Virtual prototyping

30
3

30

6
6
4

Interim solution, not here to stay
Will employ for part of assortment/piloting
to be continued

11

27

32

Digital b2b platforms
Mass customization
supported by
new production
technologies

38

22
17
22

18
17

10

12

11

7

Becoming part of digital practice and tools
Becoming part of digital sourcing
transformation

Source: McKinsey Fashion Sourcing Survey
Note: Rest of respondents ticked “I don’t know“
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E-COMMERCE FASHION INDUSTRY
Worlwide revenue in billions of USD

$662B

$713B

$606B
$545B
$481B

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Source: ShopifyPlus

physical and digital, or
phygital. This increase in
the phygital experiences
includes brands’ adoption
of AR, VR, Livestreaming
Shopping, Non-fungible Token
(NFTs), Blockchain, Gaming,
or Mixed Realities, that are
increasing brands’ value and
digital awareness. AR and VR
experiences are increasingly
leading in phygital experiences
in stores, online sites, and
even in outreach to existing
consumers. Startup space in
this area is incredibly “hot” at
the moment, attracting millions
of dollars from venture firms
as the founders democratize
these technologies for fashion
companies and beyond.
One such example is
OBSESS, a platform that allows
retailers and brands to create
and serve 3D, 360-degree
shopping experiences on
their websites, mobile apps,
and social channels via a 3D
Commerce Cloud. The startup
helps fashion brands with
three key areas: e-commerce providing a life-like view of their
products in 3D; physical retail
- improving digital knowledge
of in-stock merchandise using
AR; marketing - creating more
engaging content based on
AR and VR like interactive
catalogues, AR pop-ups or
transforming stores into VR
experience.
Uniqlo’s Magic Mirrors allow

consumers to see how products
they tried on in-store would look
in different colour options. At the
same time, TopShop used AR
mirrors in-store so customers
would not need to physically
undress and try on the apparel.
Lululemon uses a similar
concept but installing interactive
mirrors in-house, providing
customers with at-home workout routines.
Another example of these
emerging technologies is the
QR code placed on product
labels. Once scanned, it will
provide information about the
supply chain and care tips to
optimize the garment’s lifespan,
hold brands accountable for
their manufacturer’s practices
and suppliers’ choices by
opening up the full process
from sourcing to production, as
well as educate customers and
extend the lifetime value of the
garment.
In combination with RFIDs,
blockchain, and other tech,
QR codes move clothes from
collective to connective and
bring IoT (Internet of Things)
into fashion. One such example
is Google’s collaboration with
Levi’s, resulting in a smart jacket
equipped with Spotify, Google
maps, and other apps. Other
examples showcase improved
traceability and transparency
from origin to owner.
Brands such as Stitch Fix

or YOOX Net-a-porter actively
use AI technology even in
craftsmanship, to breath a new
life into artisanal products: AI
is used to analyze myriads of
successful artisanal products
and inform apprentices on
which designs will likely become
a successes.31 The digital
ecosystem is becoming a broad
and varied field, with use cases
for digitization emerging at every
point of the customer journey.
Consumer’s rising interaction
with their personal mobile
devices has forced brands to
deliver top digital experiences
24/7. Modern customers expect
and consequently buy from the
brands that create innovative,
exciting, and entertaining
experiences conveniently
located at their fingertips.
Even creative narratives - the
backbone of how products are
introduced and marketed to the
world – are receiving a digital
makeover as a part of the overall
digital strategy to recreate a
bond between the consumer
and the brand in the cyber
world.

MODERN
CUSTOMERS
EXPECT AND
CONSEQUENTLY
BUY FROM
THE BRANDS
THAT CREATE
INNOVATIVE,
EXCITING, AND
ENTERTAINING
EXPERIENCES
CONVENIENTLY
LOCATED
AT THEIR
FINGERTIPS.
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In May 2020, Van Cleef &
Arpels launched an online video
channel with masterclasses
to educate consumers about
jewelry and precious gems.
This is an excellent example of
how brands can use digitalfirst strategies to drive online
engagement and sales.32
The next big step
after phygital is a massive
movement from the Internet
to the Metaverse, defined by
FastCompany as an ‘all-digital
layer of reality that floats above,
around, and throughout the
features of the real world–or,
in some definitions, is entirely
separate from it.’

INTERVIEW SERIES

Myriads of luxury and massmarket fashion brands and
tech-houses have started
experimenting with the concept.
Mark Zuckerberg plans to invest
~ 10 billion dollars into its own
metaverse. Anticipating the
merger between shopping and
gaming, several luxury fashion
brands are partnering up with
gaming platforms. Louis Vuitton
has partnered with League
of Legends, and Balenciaga

with Fortnite. In August 2021,
Burberry created a lot of noise
promoting digital ownership and
gaming with its Blankos Block
Party, and the brand dropped
an NFT collection in partnership
with Mythical games.
Needless to say that the
Metaverse will completely
reshape shopping through
the creation of Virtual Fashion
Houses, and digital-only designs
living in NFTs. We believe that
we will see such positions as
Chief Metaverse Officer soon
and articles describing “What
not to wear in Metaverse.”
Therefore, brands need to start
developing Metaverse strategies
to be future proof for tomorrow’s
customer.
The sheer variety of
experiences, fashion
entertainment, augmented and
virtual realities have activated
a new digital playground.
Brands now have more
knowledge and data about
their consumers. If used
ethically this information holds
the potential to successfully
predict trends, increase targeted

strategies, and decrease the
gap of overproduction and
overconsumption. It can also
provide customers the right tools
to make educated purchasing
decisions.
A 2018 Futerra survey
revealed that 88% of consumers
expect brands to help them be
more sustainable and ethical. It
also stated that the “[sustainable
fashion] market is expected to
grow to $9.81 billion in 2025
and $15.17 billion in 2030 at a
CAGR of 9.1%,”33 a rapid rate
of change. Statista projects
the overall fashion industry will
grow in value from $$1.5 trillion
U.S. dollars in 2020 to about
$2.25 trillion dollars by 202534.
Simple calculations allow us
to conclude that sustainable
clothing will make up about
0.5% of the overall apparel
market.
While the brands are
catching up on the digital front,
how do we support customers
to know more and buy better?
We interviewed a B-Corp expert
on what it means to do good
and be B-Corp certified.

FERNANDO URETA
on B-Corp Certification in Fashion

We were curious to know more about the B-Corp Certification to
perhaps let the innovation leaders of the fashion brands know where
to start their certification journey, so we asked Fernando, a B-Corp
expert, several questions. Here is what we found out.
How does B-Corp Certification help modern consumers to make
better choices?
Let’s take a look at the simple act of buying a t-shirt and the questions we should be asking as consumers:
What fabric is being used in the manufacturing? Is it artificial, and
does this create effluent waste that pollutes the environment? Is it
a natural fibre such as cotton? And if so, what about the fertilisers
and pesticides that are used? What are the working conditions of the
human beings that produced that piece?
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AS CONSUMERS,
WE OFTEN FORGET
THAT A PURCHASE
IS NOT ONLY
ABOUT THE TREND
AND THE PRICE
BUT ALSO ABOUT
INVESTING IN AND
SUPPORTING
THE COMPANY
IN THE WAY IT IS
OPERATING ITS
BUSINESS.

As consumers, we often forget that
a purchase is not only about the
trend and the price but also about
investing in company and in the way
it is operating its business. So in
choosing to buy one product over
the other we, sometimes unwittingly,
chose to put our purchasing power
into companies that might not fully
represent our values.
Undoubtedly, businesses exist to
turn profits and create wealth for
their shareholders, but a delicate
balance must be met. Making a
profit (even if it means less profit)
while benefiting all stakeholders
along the way - the customers,
employees, local communities, and
the environment is what a modern
customer is after.

This is the idea behind the creation
of a model that more and more businesses across industries are
adopting. B Corporation Certification tells and verifies the company’s
story and provides a guarantee to the customer that they are making
better purchasing decisions.
What is B Corp certification?
Certified B Corporations (B Corp) are businesses that meet the
highest standards of verified social and environmental performance, public transparency, and legal accountability to balance
profit and purpose. By harnessing the power of business, B Corps
use profits and growth as a means to a greater end: positive
impact for their employees, communities, and the environment.
The B Corp movement started in 2006, and now there are 4,088
companies certified in 153 industries across 77 countries. And the
number is growing month by month. B stands for better.
What does it take to become a B Corp?
A B Corp has to be better than an average company, and it has to be
able to prove that it is better by completing the B Impact Assessment
which is at the heart of the B Corp process.
Any business wanting to register as a B Corp is examined across several dimensions of its operations, also known as Key Sustainability Pillars:
1_Employees of the company
The Workers Area evaluates the company’s contribution to its
employees’ financial, physical, professional, and social wellbeing. Companies are assessed based on financial security for
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their workers, the health, wellness and safety of their employees. Additionally employee satisfaction, workforce development
efforts, and available career growth opportunities are taken into
account.
2_The environment
Evaluation of the company’s overall environmental stewardship,
including how the company identifies and manages general
environmental impacts. This includes its management of air and
climate issues, water sustainability, and effects on land and life.
3_The local communities where the company operates
This area evaluates how positive is the business’s impact on the
external communities in which the company operates. Companies are assessed based on local and national economic impact,
poverty elimination, diversity, equity, inclusion and justice, charitable contributions and more.
4_The impact of the business on its customers and the public
Evaluation of the company’s value to their direct customers and
the consumers of their products or services. Companies are
recognized for their contributions to education, infrastructure,
underserved communities, society and the environment, health
and wellness, and more.
5_Governance
Evaluation of a company’s overall mission, ethics, accountability, and transparency. This includes an assessment of corporate
boards and governing bodies, codes of ethics, financial metrics,
corporate forms and amendments that consider stakeholders
regardless of company ownership.
Could you walk us through the B-Corp Certification Process?
Completing the B Impact Assessment
To fulfill the performance requirement for B Corp Certification, a
company must complete the B Impact Assessment. The BIA is a
free, confidential platform that assesses the impact of both a company’s day-to-day operations and the business model—both what a
company does and how it does it.
The responses to the B Impact Assessment determine the total
numeric score. B Corp Certification requires a minimum verified total
score of 80 across all impact areas (out of 200).
The time it takes to complete the assessment varies based on the
company’s size and complexity. The content of the B Impact Assessment is overseen by B Lab’s independent Standards Advisory
Council. While the B Corp Certification is primarily based on assessing a business’s positive impact, material negative impacts are
also considered through the Disclosure Questionnaire, background
checks, and a public complaint process.
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ESSENTIALLY, ONCE
YOU ARE CERTIFIED
AS DOING BETTER,
YOU CAN’T JUST
STOP DOING
BETTER!

The Disclosure Questionnaire allows
the company to confidentially disclose
to B Lab any sensitive practices, fines,
and sanctions related to the company or its partners. Responses to the
Disclosure Questionnaire do not affect
a company’s numerical score on the B
Impact Assessment.
In some instances, the company will be
required to implement specific remedies to obtain or maintain the Certification, and in rare cases, the company’s
Certification will be denied or revoked.

Meeting the Legal Requirement
Certified B Corps are legally required to consider the impact of their
decisions on all stakeholders as part of the terms of their Certification. The B Corp legal framework helps companies protect their
mission through capital raises and leadership changes and gives
entrepreneurs and directors more flexibility when evaluating potential
sale and liquidity options.
The legal requirement:
● Gives legal protection to directors and officers in considering
the interest of all stakeholders, not only shareholders, in
making any type of decisions;
● Creates additional rights for shareholders to hold directors
and officers accountable for meeting these needs and
interests; and
● Limits these expanded rights to shareholders exclusively.
The legal requirement can be fulfilled through various structures,
from LLCs and traditional corporations to benefit corporations and
cooperatives.
How does a company maintain its status?
To maintain B Corporation certification, a company must update
their assessment every three years, provide additional documentation to verify their answers, and achieve at least 80 out of 200
available points. This process ensures that companies who become
certified B Corporations continue to engage in a high level of impact
with their stakeholders, even as the business grows or changes.
The B Impact Assessment is updated every three years; recertification allows companies to set improvement goals against the most
up-to-date standards and benchmark their performance over time.
Essentially, once you are certified as doing better, you can’t just stop
doing better!
B Corp examples within the Fashion Industry: Patagonia, Allbirds,
Athleta, Bombas, Cotopaxi, Eileen Fisher, Nisolo, Soko, Wanderlust.
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RETHINKING HOW WE DESIGN:
THE RE-EMERGENCE OF CIRCULAR
DESIGN
Now that we have looked into
the major industry problems and
how digitization is one part of
the solution, let’s look into what
the clothes we wear are actually
made of and the science behind
them. Does the future of fashion
design exist without science?
“The circular economy
refers to an industrial economy
that is restorative by intention;
aims to rely on renewable
energy; minimize, tracks and
eliminates the use of toxic
chemicals; and eradicates
waste through careful design.”
- Ellen MacArthur Foundation.

From a design perspective,
the textile waste issue can be
overwhelming. More and more
designers are looking towards
the circular economy to better
inform their creations, and one
of the guiding principles of the
circular economy is to design
out waste and pollution.35
Currently, most fashion
designers are operating within
the linear model of design
versus the circular model.
Today’s fashion is created to
become tomorrow’s waste.
With accelerated production
cycles and consumers’ need
for ‘on-trend,’ affordable looks,

it is increasingly challenging
for a designer to look at the
current fast fashion landscape
and make fundamental changes
in creating and consuming
clothing. Many designers are
looking to scientific innovation
for help.

Source: Circular economy system diagram Ellen MacArthur Foundation, SUN, and McKinsey Centre for Business and Environment; Drawing from Braungart & McDonough,
Cradle to Cradle (C2C) 38
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Chemistry and clothing
design have been intertwined
forever, this is not a new
partnership. ‘Exploring the
chemistry-design intersection
of fibers in our clothing, fiber
treatments such as dyeing,
and fashion, for example, not
only illustrates the history,
technology development, and
impacts of innovation but also
hints at how studying interesting
(and perhaps underexamined)
stories could lead to thinking
ahead about social responsibility
and about innovations in both
the chemistry and design
fields.’36 In 2002 architect William
McDonough and chemist Michael
Braungart published their book
Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the
Way We Make Things. The book
presents an amalgamation of
design and science ‘that provides
enduring benefits for society
from safe materials, water, and
energy in circular economies
and eliminates the concept of
waste.’37 More simply put, and in
the context of the fashion industry
– design clothes so that at the
end of their utilization period, they
can be dismantled and used as
a resource for another product,
eliminating waste from the system
entirely.

UNFORTUNATELY,
NOWADAYS,
FASHION IS
PREDOMINANTLY
DESIGNED FOR
WASTE.

Contemporary fashion
and fast fashion exist within
the cradle to grave structure,
designed for single or few
uses, to be discarded and dealt
with as waste. To effectively
create the cradle to grave
design ecosystem, fashion
companies needed cheap
inputs, i.e – inexpensive fibers,
textiles, labour, and overall
supply chains. The most
common fiber in use today is a
cheap synthetic plastic-based
fiber, polyester or polyester
blended fibers, which overtook
cotton in 2002.39 Relying so
heavily on plastic-based fibers
has resulted in high emissions,
wastewater, soil degradation,
chemical use in production,
and microplastics in the ocean
and ground soil.
Consumers play a critical
role in encouraging the fashion
ecosystem to fully adapt into a
cradle to cradle or circular model.
According to sustainability
experts, here is a list of textiles
and textile blends to avoid:
REGULAR COTTON
Regular cotton farming causes
air, water, and soil pollution,
which in turn endangers
ecosystems and human
lives. It accounts for ~16%
of all insecticides, ~7% of all
herbicides, ~4% of all nitrogen
and phosphorus fertilizers
worldwide.40
POLYESTER
Polyester is the main
contributor to global plastic
waste and microfiber pollution
from the fashion industry.
Microfibers endanger
ecosystems, marine life, land
wildlife, and human health. It
can take thousands of years for

polyester and polyester blends
to biodegrade.41
RAYON/VISCOSE
Rayon is a semi-synthetic fiber
made from dissolving cellulose
(the main component of plant
cell walls) into a chemical
solution. The fiber on its own
is in fact, biodegradable and
non-toxic, however, the way it
is treated and manufactured
into fabric is harmful to
workers and the environment.
The fiber-making process
initially requires wood pulp
causing massive deforestation.
Additionally, rayon is one of the
fabrics the fast fashion industry
has leveraged to implement
greenwashing marketing
tactics. Just because a fabric is
composed of natural fibers, it is
not necessarily a sustainable,
circular option.42
ACRYLIC
Typically used to make warmer
clothing like sweaters, hats,
and gloves, acrylic production
involves the extensive use of
toxic chemicals that can enter
the wearer’s body through
skin contact and inhalation.
Additionally, acrylic is not easy
to recycle. It can take up to
200 years to biodegrade in a
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fabric creation process, it can be
broken into four steps:

landfill. Similar to polyester,
acrylic attributes to 20%-35%
of all microplastics in the marine
environment.43
NYLON
Nylon is a material derived
from crude oil and is used in
tights, stockings, and swim/
activewear. Its production
creates nitrous oxide and uses
large amounts of water and
energy. No type of nylon used
today is biodegradable, taking
20-200 years to degrade in
landfill.44
With the cradle to cradle
design approach in mind, a
simple place for designers
to start is - the chemical
composition of the article - the
fibers that make up its being.
The output can no longer be
the sole focus for designers.
The fibers or inputs are now
critical to revolutionizing the
fashion industry and resolving
its waste issue. To simplify the

STEP ONE – of fabric formation
is the creation of the fibers. This
process depends on the material
being utilized to create the
fibers.
STEP TWO – is the yarn
production, including raw
materials harvesting, processing,
and transformation into yarn and
threads through spinning.
STEP THREE – is weaving or
knitting the yarns together.
STEP FOUR – is fabric
processing, treatment, and
transformation into the material
suitable for a garment.45
A cradle to cradle approach
to design argues that creating
fabrics and garments must move
away from a take-make-waste
model towards a reuse-based
model. Unlocking this potential
would require the industry to
pursue the following actions:
create new business models
that increase clothing reuse,
use safe and renewable inputs,
and develop solutions so
used clothes are turned into
something new. Another means
to close the loop that brands
turn to is recycled materials.
Currently, brands use either
mechanically or chemically
recycled materials with differing
but substantial environmental
impacts.46
In an attempt to recover the
fibers needed for new fabric,
mechanical recycling involves

the tearing and shredding of
the used fabric, resulting in a
material used for lower-value
markets such as insulation.
Mechanical recycling also
demands much more prep
work. For example, textiles
that enter the process must
be of similar colours and
texture, which is hard to
achieve as nowadays clothes
are “made from problematic
blends of natural yarns, manmade filaments, plastics, and
metals.”47
Chemical recycling results in a
higher-value output with less
initial sorting and matching,
potentially recreating the
same garment. To research
and further adopt chemical
recycling, Adidas and H&M
joined forces with Infinite
Fibers for a three-year project,
testing and gathering customer
data on material performance
in practice. Unfortunately, this
is not a miracle cure yet, as the
process requires substantial
energy and releases toxic
particles into the environment.
As a new generation of
concerned consumers
emerges, more companies
are shifting towards circular
business models and looking
to instill cradle-to-cradle
practices in their entire design
ecosystem. One area of recent
focus emerging from both
prominent fashion brands and
startup companies is in the
biodegradable textile space.
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THE EMERGENCE OF
BIODEGRADABLE TEXTILES
WHAT IS/ARE
BIODEGRADABLE
TEXTILES?

By definition, the term
‘biodegradable’ refers to
the ability of a substance to
decompose naturally via living
organisms. It is important to note
that biodegradable is not the
same as “bio-based.” Bio-based
fabrics are typically produced
from naturally grown fibers,
such as cotton, but they are not
always readily biodegradable.
Within the fabric-making process,
bio-based fabrics can be blended
with synthetic fibers. An example
of such blend is a fishing line –
composed of a thicker version of
a nylon blend – which can take
up to 600 years to decompose
due to the complex chemical
bonds of polymers within the
synthetic fabrics.48
Many existing textiles on the
market are technically able
to biodegrade faster than
chemical-based fabrics.
However, the process still
takes much longer than desired
and causes the emission of
greenhouse gasses into the
environment as they degrade. A
pure biodegradable textile will
decompose 100% naturally and
seamlessly back into nature,
closing the loop on a garment’s
life, allowing it to break down
and become something else to
feed the system.
Organic cotton, ramie (from the
Chinese nettle plant), hemp,
silk, jute, and bamboo (we
should mention it is not bamboo
rayon) are a few examples of
biodegradable fabrics. However,
as chemicals are introduced to
dye or strengthen the fabrics
for use, they become less
biodegradable and more toxic

Stella McCartney apparel made with Mylo material. 51

to the environment. Companies
emerging in this space have
to navigate the creation of an
appealing, long-lasting garment
with the ability to produce zero
waste or biodegrade back into
the system effortlessly.
INNOVATIONS IN THE
BIODEGRADABLE TEXTILE
SPACE
One company working
on innovative synthetic
biodegradable materials is
Bolt Threads, based out of
California. According to their
brand website: “Bolt Threads is
a material solutions company.
Taking nature as our inspiration,
we invent and scale cutting-

edge materials that put us on a
path towards a more sustainable
future – and that starts now.”49
Bolt Threads have developed
two fabrics using two distinct
processes. The first, Mylo, is
a renewable and sustainable
alternative to leather. Mylo is a
material made up of mycelium,
which according to the Mylo
website is a ‘sprawling, infinitely
renewable interlaced web that
threads through soil, plants and
other trees’.50 Fungi, including
mushrooms, play a key role in
breaking down organic matter
to provide nutrients to nearby
plants. Mycelium aids in the
process of delivering food and
sustenance to living species
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Bolt Threads X Stella McCartney. Mircrosilk Shift dress, October 2017.

beneath the soil and above. The
team at Bolt Threads reproduces
this process in a controlled
environment. They take mycelial
cells and feed them organic
material, which allows them to
grow into a foamy layer that
is harvested (any remaining
material is composted).
After the mycelium is harvested,
it is dyed and becomes Mylo.
Mylo is currently used to make
footwear, handbags, wallets,
etc., and has been widely used
by Stella McCartney, Lululemon,
and Adidas. 52
MicroSilk is the second
biodegradable and sustainable
material Bolt Threads has
engineered. The team at Bolt
Threads studied the silk fibers
produced by spiders. They
found that spider silk had
incredible properties, including
high tensile strength, elasticity,
durability, and softness. To
ensure they could use spider

silk on a massive scale, Bolt
Threads developed a technology
to produce the silk. It has a
much lower environmental
impact than any traditional
textile manufacturing and has
the potential to biodegrade at
the end of its ‘useful’ life.53 Bolt
Threads partnered with Stella
McCartney to produce the first
garment created with MicroSilk.
Another company working
towards the balance of
sustainability, science, and
fashion is Pangaia. A basics
apparel company that is first and
foremost a ‘Material Science’
company. Reviewing Pangaia’s
website is almost like scrolling
through a sustainable materials
catalogue - through extensive
R&D they are on the forefront of
several incredible biodegradable
materials, all in an effort to
diversify and rely less on cotton.
Two of those materials are
PLNTFIBER™ & FRUTFIBER™.

FRUTFIBER™ repurposes food
waste, turning banana leaf fiber,
pineapple leaf fiber, and bamboo
into a new, innovative fabric.
PLNTFIBER™ uses renewable,
fast-growing plants such as
Himalayan nettle, bamboo,
eucalyptus, and seaweed.54 Both
materials have the look and feel
of conventional cotton but use
absolutely none of it. Pangaia’s
overarching goal by using
plant and fruit fibers is to take
agricultural waste that is inherently
biodegradable and integrate it into
a circular system through fiber
and fabric production.
A third fabric Pangaia has
developed is C-FIBER™.
C-FIBER™ combines
eucalyptus pulp and seaweed
powder to create problemsolving science you can
wear. The resulting fabric is
water-saving, bio-based, and
100% biodegradable.55 Each
of Pangaia’s trademarked
textiles seeks to solve one
of the significant issues the
textile industry has historically
caused. C-FIBER™ ‘turns nature
into fabric’ is described as a
closed-loop production process
where the eucalyptus pulp is
turned into lyocell. The process
recycles water and reuses up
to 99% of the solvents initially
utilized. Seaweed has come
onto the forefront as a naturally
regenerative resource. It also
requires no freshwater for
growth. Pangaia harvest their
seaweed in Iceland and allow
for complete regeneration in
between harvests.
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GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS/
LACK THEREOF
With so many brands and
companies making scientific
advances in waste reduction
and even eliminating waste from
the fashion equation, why are
we still dealing with growing
textile waste and worsening
environmental impacts? Why
is it that companies around the
world have not adopted the
use of biodegradable textiles
and better waste management
practices? The answer is simply
that there has not been a
unilateral global response in the
form of regulations applied to
the fashion industry.

WHY ARE REGULATIONS
HARD TO ADOPT?

One of the reasons is that
fashion at its current state carries
extensive economic importance.
The fashion economy is
estimated at around $1.5 to $2.5
trillion US dollars (Statista and
UN respectively), employs over
70 million people worldwide56,

and represents a vital contributor
to GDP in several low-income
countries. Most textile and
clothing factories, processors,
and recycling facilities are located
there. Therefore, while of utmost
importance, regulations could not
be sharp and drastic, as these
jobs are often the last resort for
the households to survive.
Another consideration to
keep in mind is that fashion
companies over the years grew
into powerful entities that are
hard to regulate by countries’
governments single-handedly. In
fact, their market capitalization is
on par with several of the largest
Oil, Gas, and Tech companies.
While there are no official
regulations and quantifiable
penalties, the incentive to truly
act upon the natural desire to be
“Nachhaltigkeit” or sustainable
is just not there. To begin with,
fashion sustainability, while

widely used, is not yet officially
regulated: “Unlike food labels
such as “organic” or “freerange”, which are regulated
by western governments
and can result in fines or
even imprisonment when
misappropriated, “sustainable”
is not a regulated term, leaving
brands free to attach it “to
literally anything.”
However, we have seen steps
taken towards regulating oil
giants this year. “Executives
from BP Plc and Royal Dutch
Shell Plc will testify before a
House committee investigating
allegations that oil giants misled
the public about the role of
fossil fuels in causing global
warming.”57 And all of us have
seen the leaders of the tech
companies being interrogated
about information security. Yet
another example of a significant
industry change happened with
Tobacco just a decade ago.

SELECTED TECH, ENERGY, AND FASHION COMPANIES MARKET CAP
Billion US Dollars www.companiesmarketcap.com

$49

TJX (TJ MAX,
MARSHALLS ETC.)

$54

LULULEMON ATHLETICA

$65

FAST RETAILING (UNIQLO,
PRINCESS TAM TAM ETC.)

$77

H&M (+HENNES & MAURITZ)

$79

ZOOM

$82

DELL

$85

LVMH

$86

ROSNEFT

$86

ENBRIDGE

$88

EQUINOR

$91

UBER

$93

NIKE

$99

CONOCO PHILLIPS

$100

BP

IBM

$106 $106

AIRBNB

$113

INDITEX

$122

GAZPROM

TOTAL

$136
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The industry is ready and
openly demanding regulations.
Ugandan designer Bobby
Kolade made a powerful case
at the Vogue & Google 2021
Summit on how the industry
is [dis]functioning and how
desperately we need regulations.
“The Global North is affecting
the Global South…Global North
is overconsuming, not us. It is
your problem...We don’t want
to be used as your dumping
ground...It is time politicians are
present at these events.”
Many countries are listening
and drafting policies to curb
textile waste but for fashion
companies to really expedite
change, the industry as a whole
must be held responsible.
That requires all countries and
governing bodies to demand
change. In theory, laws and
regulations should be enough.
However, the fashion supply
chain is global. If individual
countries enact legislation to
decrease waste, or increase
wages, fashion brands often
pick up and move operations
elsewhere.
Today, fashion companies have
built their supply chains and
products for maximum profit,
typically sourcing the cheapest
materials and manufacturing.
This often takes place in
countries with little to no
legislation to regulate fashion
pollution or labour standards.
Fear not, the situation isn’t as
dire as it may appear; several
countries and agencies are
leading the way and working
to enact global oversight.
Regulations are only one
variable in the equation.
Fashion brands and companies
need to enact changes from
within, and consumers play

WITH THE HOPE
THAT BY 2025 ALL
EU MUNICIPALITIES
WILL HAVE SYSTEMS
IN PLACE TO ENSURE
THE COLLECTION
AND RECYCLING OF
DISCARDED CLOTHING.62

a crucial role in forcing the
industry to adopt sustainable
materials, practices, and
policies.

COUNTRIES,
REGULATIONS &
GOVERNING BODIES

Although the general landscape
of the fashion industry’s waste
issue can appear bleak, some
shining stars are working
tirelessly to cultivate lasting
change. Look no further than
the haute-couture, fashion
capital of the world, France,
for an example of a country
taking matters into their own
hands. Brune Poirson, also
known as the “unofficial minister
of fashion” as coined by the
New York Times, is one of
the three secretaries of state
within France’s ‘ecological and
inclusive transition’ ministry.58
Poirson has made it her mission
to tackle the waste generated
by the apparel and footwear
industry and drafted and
enacted zero-waste legislation
banning fashion companies from
destroying old merchandise.59
The magnitude of Poirson’s
zero-waste law amounts to
roughly $700 million worth of
textiles.60 These regulations
are forcing the industry in
France to review its production

cycles, re-evaluate the number
of collections they put out in
a year, and also examine the
materials they use to ensure
any waste can be turned into
new products. The legislation
is ultimately forcing the French
industry to find ways to close
the loop in the fashion system.
On a larger scale, the EU as a
governing body is looking to
enact standardized requirements
and methods for companies to
communicate their products’
environmental footprint to
consumers. According to
the Business of Fashion, the
Bloc is also working towards
establishing ‘a more circular
textile and clothing industry,
seeking to reduce waste and
encourage recycling.’61 With
the hope that by 2025 all EU
municipalities will have systems
in place to ensure the collection
and recycling of discarded
clothing.62 Finally, the EU,
UK, and the US are working
to eliminate the marketing
practice of greenwashing, where
companies falsely claim or
inflate their sustainable practices
within their supply chain or
products. Laws and regulations,
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however, do not always work in
favor of sustainable practices.
It was not until 2018, with the
passing of the US Farm Bill that
growing hemp became legal in the
United States.63 This is significant
because hemp can be made into
a natural fiber derived from the
stems of the plant. It requires little
to no herbicides or pesticides to
grow and can be used to create
biodegradable and/or more
sustainable fabric. The idea that
hemp-based clothing was not
even an option for production
in the United States until 2018
limited the alternative options for
clothing companies. This is one
example of how regulations can
dramatically impact the industry’s
ability to change.
We have to mention SB 62 that
just passed in California and
made us smile. This bill states
that brands will be accountable
for the wages and conditions of
the people employed by their
subcontractors: “Now they
can’t get away with that—there
is multilateral accountability in
the bill, which means if workers
aren’t making their legal minimum
wage, which is $14 an hour,
manufacturers and brands will
both be held responsible.”64 We
hope others will do the same and
very soon.

It should be noted that
government regulations, or
lack thereof, have not been
required by all fashion brands
to make changes. Some
companies have decided
to dedicate themselves to
disrupting the industry from
within. It would be remiss not
to mention Stella McCartney,
who continues to be a
champion and pioneer in the
space of sustainable fashion
and waste reduction. Stella
McCartney is a fierce advocate
of the circular economy and
“believes that the future of
fashion is circular – it will be
restorative and regenerative
by design and the clothes we
love never end up as waste.”65
Stella McCartney has partnered
with the Ellen MacArthur
foundation to publish A New
Textiles Economy: Redesigning
Fashion’s Future, which
outlined their joint vision for
the future and created a line
of cradle to cradle certified
knitwear. She has partnered
with theRealReal to ensure
clothing is given a chance at
a second life through resale
and continues to invest in
renewable and biodegradable
materials, as mentioned above
with her involvement with Bolt
Threads. If every fashion brand
operated like Stella McCartney,
we would be in a much
different position than we are
today. We love you Stella!
Other companies taking unique
approaches to sustainability
and waste reduction include
Everlane, which provides
supply chain transparency.
This tactic holds the company
accountable by ensuring from
fiber to manufacture, fair labour
standards and sustainable
fabrics are chosen. They also
design for life versus for trends.

The goal is to create clothes
ethically that the consumer can
count on to last. This model
of ‘radical transparency’ helps
increase consumer awareness
on the fashion supply chain,
empowering the customer to
make educated decisions on
their purchases.66 Everlane’s
business model has not been
without controversy, we credit
them for their transparency
initiative, but they have come
under fire for toxic work culture
and potential greenwashing.
Another leader working to
enact change from within the
industry is the Kering Group.
One of the largest luxury groups
in the world was tasked by
the French government and
others at the G7 summit in
2019 to lead the way towards
achieving several sustainability
goals, including ocean health,
biodiversity, and climate
change. Specific targets could
include eliminating disposable
plastics within three years or
converting to renewable energy
sources by 2030.67 Kering has
also partnered with the Global
Fashion Agenda to create a joint
redesigning venture - working
with multiple resources across
varying backgrounds to find
solutions to drive change.
There is no quick fix to our
fashion waste issue. The entire
structure of the system needs
to change, and building an
infrastructure to handle such a
change takes time and money.
Governments can do more
to incentivize companies to
change, and companies can do
more to radically change their
internal processes. The last
piece of the change-making
puzzle sits with a powerful body
of people, you, me, us. The
consumers.
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INTERVIEW SERIES

GREG STILLMAN
GM at Fiber Welding, on New Materials

So first and foremost, can you tell us a little bit about what you do?
I came across Natural Fiber Welding (NFW) when I was working for
Fashion for Good. I was helping to both understand what the brands
want and what the innovation landscape in fashion can deliver and
then try to matchmake across those organizations. I actually came
to know NFW through that platform. My first job at NFW was a kind
of business development/brand partnerships and now I’ve transitioned to a management role where I’m the general manager of one
of our business units, or what we call our textile business unit, which
is called Clarus. The technology behind Clarus is where we get the
name ‘fiber welding’ in Natural Fiber Welding.
Can you walk us through what natural fiber welding does?
In a nutshell, Natural Fiber Welding is all about looking out in the
natural world at plant matter and minerals and saying how can we
combine these natural ingredients, these natural polymers in novel
ways to get performance that rivals synthetics or any other materials that are out on the market today, and do this in what we call
an uncompromised way. And that means you can have sustainable
inputs as well as performing materials. For example, you don’t have
to say I’m going to adopt recycled cotton therefore, I’m going to
accept lower quality fabrics and lower quality garments. We say
you don’t have to compromise on that trade-off. And then you also
don’t have to compromise on your stewardship mission. You can
have lowest-impact, circular, all-natural inputs, and still, meet your
aesthetic needs, your designers’ needs, your product needs from
a performance standpoint. So across all those dimensions whether
it’s aesthetics, environmental stewardship, material performance,
we don’t want you to compromise. Where our specialty lies is what’s
called molding and shaping materials. So what the Clarus platform is
very good at is changing the form factors, the shape, the morphology of yarns. And when you can change the structure of yarn, you can
change its performance profile.
An easy example of this is when you go to the gym, you almost
exclusively wear polyester or nylon or a combination of those two,
two materials that are not biodegradable. You do this because they
can fast-dry, they wick. Nobody really goes and works out in cotton.
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REPRESENT NOT
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PERFORMING
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When you get cotton wet it
gets soggy, heavy, never dries
very fast, just isn’t a very
pleasant fabric when you’re
exercising. We’ve been able
to engineer on the Clarus
platform those same feature
sets that polyester excels at
by changing the shape of cotton yarns. They’re given different form factors, different shapes that kind
of look like synthetics and therefore perform like a synthetic. And so in
this particular case, what we’re offering brands is again, the ability to not
compromise.
Is cotton typically the main input you’re working with on the platform?
The platform is in many ways fiber agnostic, but we have the most experience in cotton. It also happens to be the biggest chunk of the market so
to speak. We chose to focus on cotton, but the original research that our
founder and CEO did on the technology was actually on silk. It’ll work on
the animal proteins, it’ll work on the manmade portfolio of fibers. It’ll even
work with the future chemically recycled cellular plastics that are kind of
still in the baby stage. So in this regard, it’s completely compatible with all
these future solutions.
Are you seeing interest in this type of technology? Specifically,
coming from the fashion world?
Ralph Lauren remains one of our biggest financial backers and brand
partners. But since we announced our Ralph Lauren partnership, we’ve
announced working with Patagonia and we’ll have a few other big names
here very shortly, the demand is there.
So NFW helps a fashion brand to produce a garment, what does the
label look like? How does the consumer understand what technology
helped to produce the garment?
It’s actually central to our business model, NFW at the end of the day
wants to be both a badge of sustainability merits and a badge of performance. We want the Clarus technology to represent not only conscious
consumption ethics, but also knowledge of where one can get the best
performing natural materials.
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Some of our first products in the market have an ingredient branding element, illustrating the fibers making up the apparel products. Ultimately that is
our long-term business model, to be an ingredient brand. We will then license
our technology to the supply chains out there and seek a royalty, and hopefully also accelerate the adoption of our technology by not needing to build
our own factories one at a time over the next 20 years. That’s slow and super
capital intensive. So once we can prove out the technology at a meaningful
scale, what we’ll do is just package up all of our licenses, our technologies,
our blueprints and then license that out to the industry.

OUR PRIMARY
INTENT, FROM
A TECHNOLOGY
STANDPOINT, IS TO
MAKE A GARMENT
THAT IS HIGHPERFORMING ON
ALL DIMENSIONS:
LONG LIFE,
DURABLE,
ABRASIONRESISTANT
CLOTHES YOU CAN
WEAR.

What happens at a Clarus garment’s
end of life? Does it have the ability to be
completely circular or is that up to the
brands?
Part of the ethos of NFW is we want to take
responsibility for our materials across their
entire lifecycle, and the very first way we
take responsibility for our materials is ensuring that they’re all natural. So that if it makes
it to a landfill, if it makes it to the ocean, we
know it’s basically made of nutrients, to be
absorbed and utilized back into the environment. That’s our first and foremost element
of responsibility. But the second bit is also
working with our brands, such that if we can
take back and recycle our materials, maybe
that’s a good business model for us because
it helps reduce the cost of inputs.

On the Clarus side, it’s a little tricky because
our primary intent, from a technology standpoint, is to make a garment that is high-performing on all dimensions: long life, durable,
abrasion-resistant clothes you can wear.
And the tricky part is that the more robust
a material is intended to be made, the less
likely it is to be easily recyclable at the moment that you make it because
you’ve kind of engineered it to have a long life. We don’t put materials out
there that are going to last six months, even with some regulated sense of
biodegradability, we won’t do that because we’re not engineering material
to last six months. We’re engineering natural materials to last six years,
and then we will defend that it is indeed biodegradable, by only putting
nutrients, plant matter into it. But if you look at some of the regulations
that cover biodegradability, they’re written to govern plastics, and single-use plastics, or disposable items. We don’t sell the brands that make
disposable items. Our materials are really engineered for lifetime use.
And therefore we need to be compatible with these long-term, ultimately,
circular technologies like chemical recycling of cotton. And our material
is 100% cellulose in, 100% cellulose out, and is 100% compatible with
these future platforms.
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IT ALL STARTED WITH MADETO-MEASURE, BUT WHERE DID IT GO?

THE GARMENT IS CREATED BY HAND
FROM START TO FINISH

BESPOKE
MADE-TO-MESAURE
MADE-TO-ORDER WITH
CUSTOMIZATION
MADE-TO-ORDER/PRE-ORDER

PATTERNS AND CORE DESIGN ARE SET, DEEP
CHANGES ALOWED: NEW MEASUREMENTS
AFFECTING PATTERN GEOMETRY
PATTERNS AND CORE DESIGN ARE SET,
MINOR CHANGES ARE ALLOWED: COLOR,
MATERIAL, ACCESSORIES
PATTERNS AND CORE DESIGN ARE SET, NO
CHANGES ARE ALLOWED, MANUFACTARING
AS-IS AFTER THE ORDER IS PACED

COMPLEXITY AND TIME TO
EXECUTE

LEVEL OF CUSTOMIZATION

ON-DEMAND

Source: Team Research

WHAT IS MADE-TOMEASURE AND WHY DID
IT GO OUT OF FASHION…
OR DID IT REALLY?
Bespoke, made-to-measure or
customization/personalization,
and made-to-order represent
very similar concepts. They
could be grouped under “ondemand”, and are frequently
used interchangeably
(vocabulary at the end of
the chapter) with a major
difference being the depth of
customization.

Bespoke is a high-end, handmade service based on the
customers’ measurements,
usually requiring two fittings
and rework/adjustments by
a tailor at the end. Made-tomeasure is not hand-made but
still manufactured specifically
for the client based on the
customer’s measurements,
just by the factory and not the
tailor.
Made-to-order with
customization allows the
customer to choose from
several pre-set options, for

example, collar shape and
colour. Made-to-order/preorder implies that the
model is fully developed
and will be manufactured
post order placement asis, without customization or
personalization.
Since the dawn of fashion,
these concepts have been
around - the customer enters
the atelier, orders a garment,
selects the fabric, gets his/
her measurements taken, and
comes back when the garment
is ready. In all the concepts
mentioned above, demand
comes first and determines the
quantity of the final product.
While representing a
sustainable approach to
clothing manufacturing, ondemand fashion was slowly
overshadowed by ready-to-wear
sometime before WW2 and was
later almost replaced by fast
fashion, bringing along standard
sizing, assembly lines, and
automation of processes. Why
was this sustainable approach
replaced? Let’s take a look at

the historical developments that
ultimately caused on-demand to
fall out of fashion.
Until the early 19th century,
new clothes were made by local
seamstresses or by women
within the household. It wasn’t
until the 1850s in Paris, when
Charles Frederick Worth, a
British fashion designer, started
designing and selling bespoke
dresses under his name. This
set a precedent and was marked
as the beginning of the haute
couture industry as we know it
today. Around the same time,
across the Atlantic, an American
inventor Elias Howe received
a patent for the lockstitch
sewing machine. This invention
revolutionized factory and inhouse garment manufacturing.
One area where the lockstitch
sewing machine was first used
was the mass production of
military uniforms by the US
government, which became
the de facto first ready-to-wear
garments in history. Even prewar, ready-to-wear sales had
reached unprecedented levels
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around the 1920s, spurred by
rising incomes, easy credit,
and the increasing social
acceptability of spending money
on consumer goods that were
not absolute necessities.68 To
accelerate the supply, near the
end of the Great Depression the
Roosevelt Administration created
a project to standardize women’s
measurements: from July 1939
- June 1940, American women
were measured to formulate
average sizing. This resulted
in savings on alterations and
increased the sales of ready-towear apparel.69 Ironically, even
though the sizes were created
to simplify and standardize on
a mass scale, nowadays, fit
remains the number one return
reason when shopping online.
Scarcity of raw materials and
economic hardship only made
ready-to-wear cheaper and more
attractive alternatives to madeto-measure, especially in wartorn nations. For example, heavy
cloth supply cuts during and post
WWII brought clothing and raw
materials rationing practices to
the European general population
and clothing manufacturers. As
a result, the garment had to be
produced as cheaply as possible
to bring higher margins. This also
affected the style of clothes —
they became more utilitarian and
functional.
In Britain, a government-run
scheme known as Civilian
Clothing Order 1941 (CC41)
was introduced to make clothes
affordable for the workingclass, requiring strict design
standardization and almost
uniform-like garments. To
develop the most efficient

COUTURE HOUSES
ALL OVER THE
WORLD STARTED
LICENSING OUT
THE RIGHTS FOR
SELLING THEIR HIGHEND GARMENTS
TO RETAIL
OUTLETS, WHICH
WERE ALREADY
PRODUCING LOWERPRICED READY-TOWEAR LINES BY THE
TIME.71

clothing models and comply with
CC41, the British government
tasked local couturiers with
designing most worn pieces
(skirt, dress, pants, etc.) on the
condition that couturiers only use
utility fabrics. The programme
had its benefits, as the material
utilized and controlled under
CC41 was of much higher quality
and durability. “For the first time
in its history, it also benefited
consumers during the war and
after. Before long the society
woman who pays 30 guineas
for a frock will share her dress
designer with the factory girl who
pays 30 shillings.”70
Post-war, the trend in readyto-wear continued. Historically,
each decade generally had a
predominant style, often based
on Parisian trends. However,
after WWII, Paris’s role as
the major fashion centre was
undermined because the cost
of producing a Paris original
(defined as a garment made in

one of the Paris couture houses)
had skyrocketed. So couture
houses all over the world started
licensing out the rights for selling
their high-end garments to retail
outlets, which were already
producing lower-priced readyto-wear lines by the time.71
Department store advertising
fed the public’s awareness of
new styles creating demand
for new looks. Where preindustrial designs lasted for
years, new styles appeared every
season, starting the industry
commoditization and forming new
shopping behavior and fashion
trends. And the rest is history.
As you can see, mass
production, initially developed
as a survival mechanism at the
times of war, opened the door
to more economical ready-towear lines that appeared all
over Europe and the US, entirely
replacing the good old made-tomeasure/ on-demand at a global
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represent fully digitalized and
integrated workshops “that use
connected devices, machinery
and production systems to
continuously collect and share
data”73 with customers, suppliers,
as well as in-house, empowering
such factories to mass-produce
“customization” with unparalleled
agility and efficiency.

scale. Increasing affordability
and seasonality were slowly
changing social norms and
attitudes around clothing. These
developments further triggered
the exploitation of arbitrary
differences in production
cost. Manufacturing was
slowly moved to low-income
countries with cheaper labor
and resources compared to the
western world; globalization
made it easier to trade across
borders. Fashion was slowly
becoming the industry we know
today. Looking at the history of
the industry, we can also track
it in the context of industrial
revolutions:
● The first revolution brought
cotton production to a new
level using steam machines.
● The second revolution
brought electric power,
fueling mass production of
garments.
● The third brought
computer-driven systems
and initial widespread
eCommerce.
● The fourth brought massive
digital transformation, and
is preparing the industry for
the fifth industrial revolution,
where creativity meets
technology…But it will be a
topic for another discussion.
Let’s take a closer look at
Industry 4.0.

DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION AND
HOW IT BRINGS FASHION
CLOSER TO ON-DEMAND
Industry 4.0 or the 4th Industrial
Revolution, with pervasive
interconnectivity at its core, is
yet another technological shift in
manufacturing. It promotes ease
and automation of customization
and personalization through
deep integration of systems
participating in the process.
It is led by a collection
of transformative digital
technologies, including Additive
Manufacturing (3D printing),
Augmented Reality, Autonomous
Robots, Big Data and Analytics,
The Cloud, The Industrial Internet
of Things, and Simulation.
The term Industry 4.0 originated
in Germany back in 2011 as a
part of a German Government
high-tech strategy to promote
computerization and deep
customization of products to
ensure highly flexible (largescale) production.72 Concepts
developed within this project
have been refined and adopted
by companies across countries
and industries.
In the context of fashion,
it envisions the rise and
spread of Smart Factories,
often dubbed as ‘factories
of the future.’ Such factories

Historically, on-demand
businesses manufactured
exactly that — customized,
non-standardized products with
a high level of craftsmanship.
They have also played a much
bigger role, operating as smallscale manufacturing units,
serving as the backbone of local
communities, celebrating local
craft and talent. These micro
and small scale productions are
major contributors to industrial
output, exports, employment,
and national income in many
low-income countries.
Unfortunately, on-demand
fashion has fallen behind
technologically and become
costly for most, especially when
cheaper and trendier options
are available in a fast fashion
or high street store. As a result,
on-demand fashion occupies a
small market niche consumed
occasionally and typically only by
wealthier fashion connaisseurs.
Technological gaps also
made these businesses more
susceptible to high production
costs from the personalized
items, inability to cope with the
economic crisis, and difficulty to
compete with larger competitors.
Absorbing the latest
technologies in the context of
Industry 4.0 and upcoming 5.0
will allow on-demand fashion
to slowly find its way back
into the fashion realm in new
and modern ways. Serving the
requirements of modern society,
inclusivity, sustainability, and
uniqueness.
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UNBOXING ON-DEMAND AND WHY
IT MAKES SENSE
TRS1 WEIGHTED BY MARKET CAPITALIZATION
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Total top quintile
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Source: McKinsey

INDUSTRY
CHALLENGES AND
COVID PERSPECTIVE

Covid-19 challenged the way
we manufacture and consume
fashion: “When things came
to a complete stop amid the
Covid-19 Pandemic, something
snapped. The business model
of producing vast amounts of
clothes and selling them in the
fastest amount of time began to
fail. A pileup ensued.”74
These critical circumstances
force companies to reach new
levels of creativity. Here’s a
breakdown of how brands
have been coping with excess
inventory:

● Keeping basics in-house to
resell later. This approach is
also not ideal, “This is not
like a wine that gets better
with age. Your inventory gets
worse,” said Emanuel Chirico,
chief executive of PVH
Corp.75
● Passing the stock on to the
retailers at a discount
● Reselling on the secondhand platforms
● Accelerating investments
in digital, ranging from
technologies that offer
inventory visibility to stateof-the-art solutions that offer
immersive online experience.
The latter is indeed the most
effective to date, and, according
to McKinsey, those developing
digital capabilities historically
perform better than any other
strategy.
But these measures have
minimal effects that are not

enough to truly weather the
more massive underlying
issue: “Covid-19 has exposed
a fundamental weakness
in the traditional fashion
system: matching supply and
demand.”76
More and more brands realize
that a solution that could
truly work has to first and
foremost challenge these very
fundamentals that brought us
here as a society. Therefore,
more brands look to eliminate
the mismatch, reconsider
manufacturing practices, and
potentially introduce ondemand into their business
model. “[On-Demand is] also
more logical...speedy and
surgical: product is only made
once the sale has been booked
and it can ship in a matter of
days. For brands, this means no
costly leftover inventory to send
to landfill at the end of each
season – a win for the bottom
line and the environment.”
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As mentioned at the Vogue
& Google summit of 2021,
PlatformE proved, with its
use cases, that on-demand
is a functioning and scalable
solution. They are now able to
manufacture a pair of sneakers
in just one week.77

MADE-TO-MEASURE/
ON-DEMAND BENEFITS

The full breadth of benefits
for brands does not end on
minimizing unsold stock. If done
right, in our opinion, on-demand
could be Aladdin’s magic carpet
and open a whole new world of
efficiency and savings for the
environment and the fashion
brands of tomorrow.

OUR TAKE ON
THE BENEFITS OF
MANUFACTURING ONDEMAND:

1

Cost & environmental savings:
By not having to estimate
demand, brands do not
have to stock up on
fabrics and haberdashery:
minimum work-in-progress
inventory, and, as a result,
minimum, if not negative,
working capital requirement
because of the prepaid nature of
orders.

We’ll state the obvious,
finished unsold inventory
should ideally disappear
altogether. “By making
only what’s ordered by
consumers themselves, [a New
York based fashion designer]
Autumn Adeigbo is able to
purchase her materials in limited
quantities and maintain very little
inventory at any one time.“78

3

Supply-chain simplification:
This benefit is more
conditional on localization
of the production. In
order to be efficient and
provide minimum lead times for
on-demand fashion, the brands
would have to work with local
factories and suppliers. This
may be easier said than done,
but the final cost of shipping,
customs, and warehousing is
actually comparable to locally
manufactured goods. Here
is an important case point:
“When you look solely at the
manufacturing cost per unit,
you are only getting part of
the picture. You also have to
consider other factors, like
warehousing, shipping and the
risks associated with the value
of time. When all of this is taken
into account, I am not sure the
cost of manufacturing in Asia
is really lower. Covid-19 has
brought this all into focus.”72

Supplier and end consumer
relations:
Being oceans away,
the relationship
between suppliers
and manufacturers is
often neglected in current
manufacturing practices.
This is a shame, as while
“know your customer” is an
important aspect, “know your
manufacturer or supplier”
is becoming increasingly
imperative. Simplifying and
localizing the manufacturer will
help build the necessary trust
and transparency. Manufacturers
will become a value add and
gain well-deserved recognition
in contributing to the final
product. Brands will be able to
be fully transparent for the end

4

So, where is the benefit? It
is in bringing the customer
local product, minimizing
environmental cost, hyper
agile supply-chain or
‘demand-chain’, and reducing
manufacturing cost.
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technologies (more in the last
section).
Reallocation of digital
resources:
Digital efforts currently
spent on demand
prediction could be
rerouted into AI-based
prediction of trends. Further
developing new designs in
3D, giving the consumer what
they want even faster, without
having to manufacture a whole
collection first, or as The
Fabricant and DressX proved,
never at all.

7
consumer. Consumers, in turn,
will understand where and how
the garment is manufactured,
gaining the desired level of
comfort and trust with the brand.
As the designer Autumn Adeigbo
told Fashionista, “[On-Demand]
not only minimizes fabric waste,
excessive manufacturing, and
surplus stock but also enables a
more intimate relationship with
her suppliers.”
Perseverance of the
craftsmanship:
On-demand is not only
for ready-to-wear brands.
The right digital tools
will also help empower
smaller made-to-measure
brands and factories that hold
the knowledge of Savoir-Faire to
keep up with the times of digital.
We documented this powerful
benefit of the demand chain. It
will help small traditional brands
step into the future, preserve a
heritage of craftsmanship, and
continue sharing, if not shaping,
tomorrow’s fashion.

5
6

New shopping experiences:
Producing on-demand
implies the creation of
3D images of designer
collections, easily
“manufacturable” by the
factories. It also means that
once 3D is ready, there are
virtually endless opportunities
to create new exciting shopping
experiences leveraging gaming

8

Art and quality over speed:
Manufacturing ondemand, localizing
suppliers, delivering
perfectly fitting garments
only makes sense for higher
quality items, bypassing the
fast fashion market. We hope
that such an approach will
trigger brands to manufacture
higher quality (not bespoke level
quality) items that the clients
would want to invest in, keep for
longer, and resell in the secondhand market.
A whole new level of ‘know
your customer’:
Having aggregated data
on what customers want
takes predicting trends,
personal shopping, and
convenience to a whole new
level. Brands will know what is
in your wardrobe, pre-configure
new styles based on your taste
and measurements, and deliver
to the door.

9

IF IT’S THAT GREAT, WHY
HAVEN’T WE DONE IT
ALREADY?
For starters, developing
and implementing such
technology from scratch for
the brand’s internal usage,
requires significant investment
in developing technical

capabilities, including upgrades,
tech support, and maintenance.
All these fall too far from the
core of the business for most
brands.It is not impossible, we
have seen Debeers and LVMH
onboarding rivals on the Tracr
and Aura blockchain platforms
(developed respectively by the
two moguls), but we have yet
to understand the development
cost and accessibility for
brands with smaller budgets.
If on-demand technologies
follow blockchain developments
within the fashion industry,
we will see some big brands
become early adopters of the
on-demand concept and related
tech, onboarding other brands
and factories for the industry’s
greater good.
Secondly, for years the fashion
industry was quite slow to
change the supply chain,
focusing instead on delivering
convenience and lowering the
cost for the final customer. This
resulted in exploitation by bigger
brands upstream and midstream
of the value chain, while small
traditional brands had to pass on
the price to their final customer.
Even though fashion is changing
as we speak, “retail has
experienced more change over
the past five years than in the
prior 50”79, it is fair to say that
the industry kept its guard up
and was overall insusceptible to
large technology transformations
in the supply chain. We just
started seeing a willingness to
invest and adopt such radical
concepts as on-demand fashion.
Overall, industry reluctance to
change, high price points for
developing it in-house, and
introducing non-core capabilities
have kept the brands away
from manufacturing and selling
on-demand. The system
simply seemed to be okay with
functioning As-Is.
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TECH TALK:
HOW ON-DEMAND REALLY WORKS?
WHILE PUTTING TOGETHER THE BELOW PROCESS FLOW, WE HAD
EXISTING BRANDS IN MIND. HOWEVER, THIS ROADMAP APPLIES TO
EMERGING BRANDS AS WELL. THE SCOPE OF WORK FOR EMERGING
BRANDS WOULD REQUIRE PUTTING IN PLACE ADDITIONAL PROCESSES,
SUCH AS INITIAL GARMENT DESIGN, TEAM STRUCTURE TO SUPPORT
OPERATIONS, MARKETING AND SO ON. HOWEVER, WE THINK THAT
DESIGNING OPERATIONS AROUND ON-DEMAND FOR EMERGING BRANDS
IS THE RIGHT, FUTURE-PROOF WAY. THE PROCESS OF DEMAND-BASED
MANUFACTURING CAN BE PERFORMED IN SEVEN STEPS:

1

IDENTIFYING
PRODUCT CATEGORY &
DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL

4

2

SELECTING
THE VENDOR

3

IDENTIFYING
CUSTOMIZATION
DEPTH

5

COLLECTING &
TRANSFORMING
DATA

1

ESTIMATING
TECHNOLOGICAL
SCOPE OF WORK

6

DELIVERING
THE PROJECT

7

ROLLING
OUT THE
SOLUTION

Identifying product
category and distribution
channel. The brand should
decide which product to
start manufacturing on-demand
and which distribution channel
to pursue.

so on. Most of these blocks
would already be included in
a third-party/vendor offering.
Therefore, the most crucial part
of this step is identifying the right
technology modules that would
meet the brand’s needs.

For the sake of simplicity, let’s
use an example of a denim
brand introducing an on-demand
denim collection that will sell
solely online.

In our example, the brand
would need to add new
order placement technology
to the website, including
measurements-taking, online
integration of the materials
catalogue, and online order
configuration. A 3D viewer
would be a great addition to
allow the customers to see a
selected pair of jeans in action.

2

Identifying customization
depth. The brand can
decide on any level
of customization from
deep-customization (on a
measurements and pattern
level) to simply providing length,
colour, wash and finish options.

3

Estimating technological
scope of work. Depending
on the current digital
capabilities of the brand,
selling on-demand might require
deploying additional technology,
such as backend order
configuration module, online
measurements-taking software,
3D garment representation, and

4

Selecting the vendor.
Once the product,
customization level, and
additional technological
capabilities are finalized, the
brand decides whether to
develop the solution in-house
or work with a vendor providing
on-demand fashion solutions.
It is imperative to match the
technological scope of work and
requirements to the vendors’
core capabilities.

In our example, the brand
would select the vendor that,
among other things, offers
deep customization to carry
measurements-taking, along
with 3D body scan and 3D
visualization functionality.

5

Collecting and
transforming the data. At
this step, the brand works
closely with the third party
of choice, providing the required
data. The data is collected using
using a template that includes
measurements grids, garment
characteristics (name, product
type, components, etc.), pattern
files and drawings, tech packs,
fabric samples, DXF files for 3D.
Sidenote: DXF is a standard file
format for CAD design across all
industries. OBJ format (standard
file format for 3D objects) is used
for the garment 3D models.

6
7

Delivering the project.
The 3rd party will deploy
and test the solution
at this stage, providing
necessary training and guidance.

Rolling out the solution
in all point of sales and
geographies, e-commerce
and offline. At this stage,
the solution will enter the scaling
and maintenance phase.
An average on-demand pilot
project will take anywhere from
several months to about a year.
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MARKET TRENDS AND POTENTIAL
SIZE OF THE MARKET
HIGH-LEVEL MARKET
SIZING

To understand how big the ondemand fashion market could
potentially become, we decided
to compare it with the secondhand fashion dynamics over the
last 10 years. Here is what we
found:
● Along with Fashion
Sustainability, interest in second
hand clothing has been steadily
rising over the last 10 years.
Resulting CAGR is 30% and 5%
for Fashion Sustainability and
Used Clothes respectively (data
normalized annually).82
● Major magazines and news
outlets started reporting on the
matter: Vogue Business, Forbes,
CNN, NY Magazine, ELLE, BBC,
BOF, etc., with VCs backing the
ideas as early as 2015.
● The Resale Market grew
~70% in the past 10 years and
makes up 5% of the overall
Apparel Market to date, and
projected to be almost 10% in
2025.
● Multiple successful startups
either became Unicorns
or fulfilled successful IPOs
(Vestiaire Collective, Thredup,
Poshmark, Depop, etc. mostly
founded around 2010).
We noticed a similar interest in
on-demand fashion. McKinsey,
Business of Fashion, Forbes,
Vogue Business, Elle Business,
Shopify, Amazon, Farfetch, and
numerous others mentioned in
their publications that brands
will accelerate the switch to
on-demand or production
localization much faster than
anticipated, making digital
fashion a part of the businessmodel due to unmanageable
demand fluctuations.
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Source: Used Clothes & Sustainable Fashion mentions81; Google Trends, Worldwide

Initial shifts that occurred prepandemic:
● McKinsey survey
predicted that around 20% of
manufacturing will be happening
locally by 2025.83
● Vogue Business featured an
example of brands with 20-25%
of on-demand operations back
in 2019.84
● “Fashion is seeing the start of
a seismic shift where products
are “pulled” into the market
Resale market $BN USD

based on actual demand rather
than “pushed” based on bestguesses and forecasts.85
● H&M, Farfetch, and multiple
other brands are introducing
on-demand, made-to-order/
measure to minimize fashion
waste.86
● The wave of resale startups
founded in ~ 2010 is followed
by a wave of startups focusing
on on-demand fashion, founded
approximately 10 years later.
Global Apparal market $BN
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5303

527

843
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5%
3%

2015
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Source: Resale as part of overall Apparel Market80; Team Analysis
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BRANDS OFFERING PRE-ORDER SERVICES

Looking at less conservative
proxies, McKinsey states that
“In manufacturing, for example,
performing physical activities
or operating machinery in
a predictable environment
represents one-third of the
workers’ overall time. The
activities range from packaging
products to loading materials
on production equipment
to welding and maintaining
equipment. Because of the
prevalence of such predictable
physical work, some 59 percent
of all manufacturing activities
could be automated.”87
OVERALL APPAREL MARKET
Could be occupied
by on-demand fashion

40-80
BN USD

843
530

527

2015

2020

2025

Potential niche of on-demand, Team Analysis

Additionally, the founder of the
independent designer platform
Not Just a Label, said that “more
than 60 percent of the initial
500 brands are on board to
sell pre-order or made-to-order
products.”
While it is hard to estimate the
new market potential, we believe
that applying the comparable
market interest of resale to
on-demand, a projected
accelerated switch to automated
manufacturing due to the
pandemic, and existing rolled-

Customization level

MADE-TO
-MEASURE,
HIGH
SPECTRUM
OF ITEMS

PRE-ORDER,
SELECTED,
“EASER”
ITEMS

AMAZON
GAP & DRAPR
INDOCHINO
HARRY ROSEN
MODA OPERANDI
LEVI’S
H&M WITH UNSPUN
RALPH LAUREN
SON OF AA TAILOR
VICE
FARFETCH

HERMES
HOLT RENFREW BRIONI MAX MARA
MASSIMO DUTTI
DIOR
REISS BURBERRY
BALENCIAGA
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
KOOPLES
PRADA
RALPH LAUREN

CANALI

MODA OPERANDI
REVOLVE
NET-A-PORTER

TECH-DRIVEN

FOCUS

TRADITIONAL BESPOKE

Selected brands and retailers’ offering on the spectrum of on-deman, from pre-order to
made-to-measure, Team analysis

out on-demand platforms, an
estimate of 5-10% of the overall
fashion industry being occupied
by on-demand sometime around
2025 is feasible.
READY-TO-WEAR BRANDS
EXPLORING ON-DEMAND
While there are hundreds, if not
thousands of smaller made-tomeasure and made-to-order
brands, more and more brands
are willing to experiment with
an on-demand model. “We
have seen a huge movement
towards designers not even
starting the construction of the
garment before the order has
come in”, said Stefan Siegel.88
As mentioned above, he also
said that 60% out of 500 on his
platform are willing to consider
this route.
The picture above illustrates
a cluster of luxury and highend brands that have been
offering in-store made-tomeasure services of any item,
including bags or other luxury
goods. Their focus is not on
streamlining on-demand and
minimizing unsold stock, but
instead on offering a traditional
made-to-measure experience to
their clients. As we focus more
on a tech-driven approach, we

will omit the more luxury cluster
in this report.
Several retailers offer tech-driven
pre-order solutions, for example,
Farfetch partnering with DressX:
“aims at promoting the Farfetch
pre-order collection without any
physical materials, unnecessary
shipments, or damages for the
environment…Making the preorder campaign the first carbon
neutral fashion campaign in the
world.”89
Ralph Lauren introduced
Made-to-Order in 2003, now
having a whole spectrum of
customizable polo options on
the website. “[David Lauren]:
This is just the beginning—a
way to acclimate customers
to a new virtual design studio
without overwhelming them. He
promises there is much more on
the horizon...Lauren compares
this future-friendly way of
making polos to Porsche’s
efforts to combine the old with
the new by dropping electric
motors into classic editions.”90
In August 2021, Gap acquired
Drapr, a startup that enables
customers to try on clothes
virtually. Drapr states that “fit is
the number one point of friction
for customers and, through their
advanced 3D technology, Drapr
has shown it can help shoppers
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efficiently find the size and fit
they need. We plan to leverage
Drapr to help Gap Inc. improve
the fit experience for our
customers and accelerate our
ongoing digital transformation.”91
Another exciting collaboration
is H&M and Unspun. Unspun
enables 3D body scan allowing
the creation of made-to-measure
jeans within 3 weeks at a price
of about 100$. “The goal of the
pilot was to achieve a customer
satisfaction rate of 65 percent.
The trial exceeded expectations,
however, and at the end, 80
percent of the customers
were “very pleased” with their

05

jeans.”92 Unspun plans to scale
the pilot, further automating
manufacturing.
Lastly, Amazon has big
ambitions and an amazing
platform for on-demand to
succeed. Amazon acquired
Body Labs (a startup delivering
true-to-life 3D body models) and
patented the technology in 2017.
“The company (Body Labs)
received government approval
of a manufacturing patent
specifically for the on-demand
creation of apparel through an
“environment” of connected
and computerized machines
that will print and cut patterns,
then assemble the garments
without the need of human
assistance.” In 2020 Amazon
started offering on-demand
services through “Made for You,

which for just $25 allows you
to order a completely customsized t-shirt.”93 We expect more
products to be offered ondemand by Amazon, the real
question is when.
As you can see, there is a
growing tangible interest
in made-to-measure and
made-to-order, with more
and more established brands
experimenting with the concept
and technology.
We think that on-demand could
be truly scalable and impactful
for the bottom line of ready-towear brands if it is technologydriven. In the following section,
you will find several vendors
of on-demand technology
that could help any brand
establish on-demand operations
depending on their needs.

BUILDING BLOCKS OF ON-DEMAND
MANUFACTURING

The combined building
blocks described below make
on-demand manufacturing
possible, allowing for maximum
automation, minimum lead
times and high fit rates. We
should mention that different
vendors will focus on one or
several of these blocks in their
solutions:
IDENTIFYING THE RIGHT FIT
Different brands at this stage of
on-demand technology utilize
various approaches to ensuring
correct fit: simply assessing the
right size through online quizzes

and algorithms or going deeper
into manual measurementstaking or body scans for
automated measurements-taking.
But we firmly believe that only
the latter would ensure a quick
and efficient fitting. With more
and more startups and use cases
of successful implementation
of body scanning in the fashion
industry, we think this technology
will become mainstream and an
integral part of made-to-measure.
With H&M and Amazon investing
in this technology, the question is
instead when this technology will
go mainstream.

ORDER CONFIGURATION
SYSTEM
Order configuration
system, linked to the internal
systems of factories and
suppliers while bringing the
desired level of manufacturing
automation and transparency,
is much farther away from
commercial success than
body scan technology.
However, multiple startups are
creating these marketplaces
and ecosystems to ensure
seamless and secure data
flow between brands and
manufacturers.
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FACTORIES INTERNAL
AUTOMATION
Internal digital and machine
capabilities of factories, and high
equipment interconnectivity, will
play a crucial role in the success
of the on-demand concept.
Helping to deliver the desired
level of speed and transparency
to brands and their customers.
Such capabilities are often
outside of the brands control.
They require significant capital
investments and time to
upgrade factories, especially in
developing countries with much
less access to capital.

AUTOMATED ALTERATION
OF PATTERNS, AUTOGENERATED TECH PACKS
With every new set of
measurements, the existing
pattern should be slightly altered
to ensure garment harmony. It is
usually performed manually and
is relatively time-consuming, but
there is an emergence of more
and more algorithms offering
automation at this step.
Auto-generated tech-packs or
files containing all the technical
characteristics of a garment,
will save a lot of time for every
party involved and increase the
level of satisfaction for the final
customer. Yet again, most of the
vendors would offer to automate
this step with a readily available
functionality.

On a side note, there is a
strong trend for near-shoring.
Manufacturing is returning to
richer economies because
factories are taking the lead
on self-automation and cutting
production times: “Automation
is also pushing for production
to return to Europe...In the
next ten years, automation is
expected to cut production

times by 40% and 70% (for
simpler designs), resulting in
lower costs.”94
3D VISUALIZATION
3D visualization and configuration
of garments are one of the digital
technologies making waves in
the fashion industry as we speak.
And for the right reasons. It
comes with a long list of benefits
that many brands are already
making use of.
Digitally creating and
visualizing products in a 3D
environment is not a new
practice. Architects and
industrial designers have been
using it since the early 1990s.
But adoption of it took time,
as the industry needed to
simulate a plethora of textiles
with soft organic properties as
opposed to hard materials like
metal and wood. Nowadays,
photorealistic virtual samples
are already replacing traditional
product photography.

HYPE CYCLE FOR USER EXPERIENCE, 2021, GARTNER
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This technology would be
particularly useful for brands
who want to streamline
sampling, which is the most
expensive part of the fashion
business. With multiple
prototypes required for
approval at different stages,
there is a significant waste of
time, physical and monetary
resources. 3D helps with early
visualization, quick changes,
and fit approval from the point
of inception all the way to
manufacturing, keeping all the
stakeholders in the loop through
connected Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) systems.
Combined with body scanning,
and other building blocks, 3D
visualization enables customers
to select the fit, style, fabric,
and colour and have a product’s
realistic digital feel before the
order is placed.
DIGITAL FABRIC
Digital fabric or a digital twin of
a physical fabric is an important
subpart of 3D visualization
as it allows the recreation of
a realistic garment sample
in seconds without actual
sampling, allowing the customer
to digitally co-create an entire
garment on e-commerce
platforms. We believe
factories will soon normalize
manufacturing a digital copy or
twin of any fabric, along with the
physical one.
3D visualisation also opens the
door to innovations that were
not conceived before. Combined
with AR, it can provide a brand

BRANDS WILL HAVE TO
INTEGRATE SEVERAL
TECHNOLOGIES MENTIONED
ABOVE ALONG WITH AR
AND VR FOR AN IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCE AND AI/
MACHINE LEARNING FOR AN
INCREASINGLY BETTER BODY
RECOGNITION.
new digital shopping experience
- Virtual Fitting.
AI, AR, AND VR CAPABILITIES
NECESSARY FOR THE
VIRTUAL FITTING ROOM
The next step for any brand that
has already invested in most or
all of the other building blocks
mentioned above, would be
giving the final customer a highly
anticipated and Covid-friendly
virtual fitting experience.
To make it happen, the brand
will have to integrate several
technologies mentioned
above along with AR and VR
for an immersive experience
and AI/Machine Learning for
an increasingly better body
recognition.
While AR & VR, and AI are not
perfect yet, they are slowly but
surely evolving. And all of these
technologies are on the radar
of research and consulting
companies, including Gartner.
As an example, Gartner places
VR and AR in the Trough of
Disillusionment, suggesting that

they are moving toward the end
of their deployment readiness
(see the diagram on previous
page).
Similar to AR and VR, Gartner
places Machine Learning (or AI)
in a Trough of Disillusionment
in a different Hype Cycle.
We will not include the Hype
Cycle, to not overwhelm you
with graphs, but it means that
technology is on the rise for
wider adoption in several years.
More precisely, AI “will be able
to produce sophisticated and
near-production-ready designs
and presentation layer code,
shifting the role of the human
designer from pixel-level creator
to strategic curator of digital
experiences.” - Gartner.
Finally, 3D Visual Configurators,
the most evolved, are described
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In this subsection, we will
quickly touch upon DTC as an
important strategy for future
brands exploring on-demand.
DTC means selling directly
to the customers without the
involvement of wholesalers,
retailers, or any other
middlemen.

by Gartner as “mature, robust
and ready for widespread
deployment. Application leaders
responsible for sales and digital
commerce applications should
disrupt their industry by being
among the first to offer visual
configuration.”
This may not be the way we
shop just yet, but this plethora
of fast developing technologies
will soon change the way we
buy clothes, gaining sellers
and customers’ trust. One last
building block we would like to
cover is more strategic rather
than technical, but still an
important one.
DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER (DTC)
AS A STRATEGIC BUILDING
BLOCK OF ON-DEMAND
FASHION

2013

2014

2015

The Internet and tech
democratized digital tools (e.g.,
Search Engines, GUI, Digital
Marketing. etc.), making it easier
to start and grow a business,
while social media opened doors
to new marketing channels,
bringing the customers to the
brands’ fingerprints. As a result,
brands benefit from direct
contact with the customer,
greater control of the production,
supply, marketing, and higher
profit margin. This has enabled
many retail startups to become
profitable businesses in recent
years and effectively changed
how people shop.
For the on-demand fashion
business model, that is
customer-centric by nature, a
DTC strategy would become
integral to the overall marketing
and selling plan. Businesses can
gain valuable feedback directly
from the customers, helping
them improve the products, test
the waters before the launch,
and get the best bang for the
buck on the on-demand fashion
investment while being more

2016

2017

sustainable for the planet. “We
know what the consumer wants,
because they’re actually telling
us [exactly what] they’re making
with us”95, David Lauren says
about knowing the customers
better with their increasing
Made-to-Order functionality.
VENDORS OF FASHION
ON-DEMAND SOLUTIONS
We looked at the building blocks
of on-demand fashion, and
will now briefly touch upon the
leaders of this technology.
While every vendor has a
different brand focus, these
startups pave the way for ondemand manufacturing.
Headquartered mostly in the
United States and Europe, more
than 10 startups were founded
over the last 10 years, raising
more than $100M USD in total.
While the market is only
beginning to take shape, we
believe, similarly to Blockchain
solutions in fashion, there will
be more and more startups
offering on-demand solutions.
But for the concept to truly
succeed, a minimum critical
volume of customers - brands,
factories, and fabric providers
- has to be reached. Therefore,
we are expecting consolidation
and clustering under several
umbrellas of on-demand
vendors in the near future.

2018

2019

2020

Source: Team Analysis
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BUT WHAT WILL FAST FASHION SAY?
- IT IS HERE TO STAY

MARKET VALUE IN BILLION U.S. DOLLARS
50

36

43

22

0

2009

2019

2029

Fast fashion market value forecast worldwide in 2009 and 2019, with a forecast
for 2029 (in billion U.S. dollars); Thredup; GlobalData; 2020

WHILE WE THINK WE ARE GOING
BACK TO THE FUTURE WITH ONDEMAND, FAST FASHION IS HERE
TO STAY, AND WILL ONLY CONTINUE
TO GROW. HOWEVER, WE BELIEVE
THAT IT WILL TRANSFORM INTO A
DIFFERENT FORM, INCLUDING THE
ON-DEMAND APPROACH. WE HOPE
THAT WITH NEW TECHNOLOGIES
IT WILL TRANSLATE TO BETTER
QUALITY, HIGHER ETHICS, AND
LESS WASTE. LET’S DIVE INTO WHY
FAST FASHION IS SO SUCCESSFUL
AND WHETHER IT IS EVOLVING INTO
A NEW FORM.

07

HOW WE EVOLVED AS CONSUMERS,
AND WHERE WE’RE GOING
We truly embraced fast fashion
globally because it touches
upon irrational, behavioural
instincts, such as our brain’s
ability to feel pleasure in
response to instant gratification.
In the case of fast fashion, it
is “double trouble” because
we get hooked not only on
instant gratification of buying
the item we want but also on
the endorphins from getting a
good deal. “If seeing items you
want and getting a bargain both
elicit waves of shopping joy,
you couldn’t engineer a more
pleasurable consumer culture
than the modern, globalized
West.”96

In 2007, a team of researchers
from Stanford, MIT, and
Carnegie Mellon scanned the
brains of test subjects as they
made shopping decisions.97 The
study showed that specific brain
areas lit up while assessing the
pleasure of acquisition and the
pain of paying the price. The
more the subject desired the
item, the more activity in the
brain was detected, the more
the brain was lit up.
With such high activity in the
pleasure area and negligible
cost, “fast fashion perfectly
feeds this neurological
process.”93 It comes as no
surprise that shopping for

inexpensive clothes has become
a popular pastime and form of
entertainment in high-income
countries. The internet and
e-commerce have made it
worse as this pleasurable and
sometimes addictive activity
is available to experience at
all times. And the retailers
constantly entice the customers
by changing the merchandise in
store, sometimes daily.
But counter-movements always
exist. A few years back, in
“Anti-Fashion: A Manifesto
for the Next Decade”98, Trend
Forecaster Lidewij Edelkoort
declared how fast fashion
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has made fashion obsolete
and how fashion has become
merely about clothes. As a
result of it, couture is making
a comeback, and with that
comes the appreciation for
crafts, hand-embroidery,
hand-sewing techniques, etc.
all the valuable skills, which
are almost disappearing
amongst the workforce.
Consumers themselves started
developing a new level of
appreciation for uniqueness,

08

good craftsmanship, and
ethical fashion. Non-conforming
attitude toward ‘sizing’ and a
more inclusive approach that
looks beyond gender, age,
ethnicity are evident in the
new generation’s ideologies.
Their attitude normalizes coownership, renting, repairing,
and repurposing, and illustrates
an overall emotional experience
related to clothes.
And brands listened, making the
customer a part of the creation
process through customization.
Psychologically, it can play an
essential role as customers will
no longer see themselves only
as ‘buyers’ where something is
simply being pushed onto them.
Customers will become cocreators of their own clothes.

Case in point, in 2019, when
H&M Group’s brand Weekday
piloted body scan jeans in
partnership with Unspun,
customers were asked to rate
their experience. The results
showed that customers’ favorite
part of the experience was
“made for me.”99 Naturally, the
customer is more likely to keep
the garment for a longer time
and not discard it after a few
uses.
It is a vivid example of how
brands are responding to
significant shifts in customer
behaviour. The question is
how these two approaches,
fast fashion and on-demand
fashion, to manufacturing and
consumption will coexist.

WHAT TO EXPECT
IN THE FUTURE OF ON-DEMAND

We expect several trends to
continue shaping the fashion of
tomorrow. Hyper-customization
will continue to be king and
drive the spread of on-demand,
allowing us to become more
inclusive, reassess sizing
and seasonality of fashion
collections. With on-demand
and digital clothing, fashion
would become more a function
of mood and state of mind,
putting the customer in a
position of a design co-creator
and a sole decision-maker
of how, what, and when to
wear. “The future of retail, in
my opinion, is based on two
things: consumer participation
and using technology for good.
Participation is one because
it is no longer just necessary

to create an experience; the
consumer should no longer be
seen as a spectator but as a
creative and active part of that
experience.” - says Amber Jae
Sloteen, co-founder and creative
director at The Fabricant, in
“The Future of Luxury Fashion
Report 2021.”
We also expect a shift in the
behavioral habits and willingness
to wait for the perfect garment
and keep it for longer. Current
pre-order examples show that a
lot of customers are ready to wait:
“We offered refunds to customers
if they didn’t want to wait [when
we switched to pre-order],” Hilts
[founder of Rêve en Vert] says.
“But not a single person has
canceled their order.”100

Another trend that goes hand
in hand with on-demand is
localizing the Supply Chain
(some already called Demand
Chain). It will become much
more localized, automated,
and transparent, giving birth
to localized clusters of brands,
microfactories, suppliers, and
customers, minimizing shipment
and inventory, and further
fueling agility.
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INTERVIEW SERIES

Further development and
interconnectedness of the
technologies described in this
section will determine the speed
of implementation and overall
success of on-demand, allowing
it to compete or become
integrated into fast fashion.
The startup landscape
described in this report will

become denser and shape a
concept of on-demand asa-service. But we don’t think
that on-demand will replace
everything and anything.
The future business model
of a fashion brand will be
a composite of different
technologies and operating
models. It will consist of rentals,

second-hand, repair services,
new materials, with on-demand
taking its rightful integral place
in the operating model canvas.
And it will be up to the brands
to construct this optimal canvas
to stay relevant for the customer
of the future, navigate future
crises, and push fashion to
sustainability.

GAURAV SUNEJA
Brand Manager at AtelierMunro,
on Made-to-Measure
We met with Gaurav, who showed us his favourite fabrics and the
system utilized to streamline their Made-to-Measure operations. We
asked him what he thinks of the Made-to-Measure approach after
working with both operating models.
How much stock does an average Ready-to-Wear brand end up
with by the end of the season?
70% of sales is stellar for a ready-to-wear brand! What do brands do
with the rest of the stock? Discounts and donations only get you this
far, as re-selling last season is always tough. The only true measure
to navigate the unsold stock and be as sustainable as possible in the
long run is being ethically Made-to-Order/ Made-to-Measure, and
we obsess over this concept from beginning to the end. We work
with the best suppliers, consciously buy fabrics from the finest mills
across the world, and prioritize fit. We say “Made-to-Order is Madeto-Last.”
Could you reach full sustainability?
Let’s be realistic, even for us with a more ethical business model at
the core and curated supply chain, 100% sustainability is unattainable. With the way current manufacturing process is constructed,
there will be certain level of inefficiency, production waste and pollution at every step of production (let’s not even go into how ethical an
average workplace is). In short, current process and related waste
looks like this:
● Raw Fibers Manufacturing: natural fibers depend on crops and
harvesting which require land, water and energy. For cotton, for
example, some initial waste is happening during seed separation. Synthetic Fibers depend on fossil fuels, but let’s skip the oil
extraction and fractions separation process, which we all know is
wasteful and high maintenance.
● Yarn Spinning and Weaving produce waste fibers, the amount
of which differs from one machine to another.
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CUSTOMERS
THEMSELVES
ARE CONFUSED
WITH THE SIZING,
AS THERE IS NO
STANDARDIZATION
ACROSS
COUNTRIES, AND
OFTEN EVEN FROM
BRAND TO BRAND

● Fabric Distribution to warehouses, especially at a cross-continental level, produces
GHG emissions.
● Clothes Manufacturing creates a lot of
fabric leftover waste. For Ready-to-Wear,
pattern cutting creates around 30% of
fabric waste, so there’s one more efficiency
optimization, so to say, for the made-to-order/measure concept, as we cut it in smaller batches and have the luxury to optimize.

● Clothes Selling: fit and sizing create another headache for
ready-to-wear, as you not only have to guesstimate the overall
demand but also “sub” demand for every size, which is an impossible task and certainly results in a high level of returns, which yet
again are hard to salvage.
We should mention that customers themselves are confused with
the sizing, as there is no standardization across countries, and
often even from brand to brand. What is an easy solution for the
customer? Yes, people tend to order different sizes in different
colours. You chose one, the rest - you ship back, more waste in
unsold stock and logistics.
● Clothes Salvaging: donation and recycling of ready-to-wear
items is low, to say the least. A recent BBC documentary on fast
fashion would probably would probably describe it best. What is
not re-used by countries such as Ghana, gets landfilled.
What is your opinion on the course of action?
Minimizing waste at every single step. But doing it in a sole effort
as a brand or a supplier comes with a hefty price tag. For example,
we work with Zegna Trofeo fabric, which comes at 90 EUR per kg
of wool and around 250 EUR per meter. One would need around 4
meters per suit, so only the fabric would cost about a 1000 EUR per
suit.
Such fabric is probably as ethical as it gets, as the company decided to take complete control of the supply chain, making their
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STILL IN THE
IDEAL WORLD,
IF DONE RIGHT,
UNDERSTANDING
OF WHAT IS A NONNEGOTIABLE WILL
ALLOW US TO SHIFT
THE PARADIGM
OF CHEAP AND
FAST AND RETHINK
WHAT WE ARE
ACTUALLY WILLING
TO ACCEPT AS
PRODUCERS AND
CONSUMERS

“sheep… an inseparable part of the
Zegna world.” Sidenote: It made our
team very happy to know that there
are sheep that are very loved and run
wild and free in the Australian plains.
Needless to say that other steps of the
Zegna chain are curated with quality
and sustainability in mind, hence the
price tag.

Now that we know how pretty much a
maximum level of sustainability could
cost, the question is how do we scale
such an approach to something more
affordable for greater layers of the
population, maintaining desired levels
of ethicality at every step? How do we
create a compromising middle ground between a garment costing
several thousand pounds and a £5 dress?
One solution is to stop competing at ever-decreasing prices - to
finally stop these price wars. It creates a perception among the consumers that the final price could actually be unfathomably low and
result in all sorts of damage and incorrect KPIs along the manufacturing chain.
So how can we as a society switch from trying to match a complex manufacturing process with unattainably low-end prices we
see in stores?
Perhaps as a starting point, we could map out the supply chain process and craft minimum non-negotiable workplace ethics and emissions levels at every stage under which no brand, supplier, or factory
could go. This would make us understand a minimum non-negotiable
cost at every manufacturing stage.
Such an exercise will require unprecedented levels of transparency
and uniform government regulations. Still in the ideal world, if done
right, understanding of what is a non-negotiable will allow us to shift
the paradigm of cheap and fast and rethink what we are actually willing to accept as producers and consumers. Fashion is a form of art,
after all, with sophisticated processes behind it, and it should not be
cheaper than a sandwich, as a Dutch trend forecaster Li Edelkoort
put it for the New York Times.
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CAVEAT:
FROM
PHYSICAL
WASTE
TO
DIGITAL
POLLUTION

~80% of the overall emissions
related to ICT.
● Data consumption via the
internet accounts for ~20% of
the related emissions.101

One of the biggest myths of the
digital era is that the Internet
is environmentally neutral: we
are scrolling Instagram, swiping
left, hot-spotting around the
world, and thinking perhaps
our addiction to Mobile Data
and Internet has no bearing
on the planet. But it is a
common misconception that
“cyberspace” or the ethereal

So what is a digital carbon
footprint again? It is the amount
of Greenhouse Gas, primarily
CO2 and Methane, released
into the atmosphere through
our daily usage of digital
devices on activities such as
emailing, streaming, listening
to music, participating in Zoom
conferences and so on.
Referred to as a “blind spot”
as it is usually overlooked by

RESULTING EMISSIONS PER ACTIVITY, GRAMS102

Let’s put it into further context:
● If the internet was a
country, it would be the 7th
largest polluter.103
● 30 deleted emails equal
the consumption of a lighted
bulb for 24 hours.104
● As of now, digital
accounts for 3.7% of
global emissions, which
overshadow the aviation and

YEARLY RESULTING EMISSIONS PER ACTIVITY, THOUSANDS OF TONS102

8 400

Google searchs per year

7

1 Web search

Computing, Machine Learning,
and Blockchain would require
much more energy than
sending an email, but even
harmless activities such as
streaming a video results in a
noticeable impact.

3,200

1 Hour streaming

3 064

Emails sent per year

10

1 Sent email

256 000 000

Video streaming per year
CO2 emissions of Spain

Source: Solar Impulse Foundation

“cloud” has no relationship to
ecologies, geopolitics, or climate
change. Unfortunately, our digital
addiction heavily contributes
to our carbon footprint at both
major stages of Information and
Communication Technology
(ICT) consumption:

the general population, digital
pollution is a growing concern
due to the lack of overall
awareness and its exponential
growth. More developing
countries are installing data
servers, acquiring devices, and
accessing the World Wide Web.

● Extraction of rare-earth
metals, manufacturing, and
landfill-ing of devices and
physical servers account for

Of course, the more
sophisticated the technology
is, the more energy it will
use. For example, Cloud

220 000 000

shipping industries. Digital is
projected to be responsible
for 5.5% of GHG emissions
in 2025.105
● 10 billion emails sent per
hour require the electricity
produced from 4,000 tons
of oil or 15 nuclear power
plants in one hour.106
● For Instagram lovers,
simply scrolling your feed
results in 1.55 grams of CO2
emissions per minute:

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF INSTAGRAM FEATURES, IN GRAMS CO2 EQUIVALENT IN FRANCE 2020
Carbon impact in grams of CO2 equivalent (gCO2e) per minute
0,0

0,2

Publish a story
Publish a photo

0,4

0,6

0,8

1,2

1,4

1,6

1,8

0,28
0,15

Scroll through
news feed

1,55

View a Live
Host a Live

1,0

0,72
0,62

Source: Statista
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“INTERNET
CONSUMPTION FROM
JANUARY THROUGH
MARCH 2020
INCREASED BY UP TO
40% WORLDWIDE, AS
THE VIRUS SPREAD.
ONLINE ACTIVITY...
TRIGGERED A DEMAND
FOR UP TO 42.6
MILLION MEGAWATTHOURS OF ADDITIONAL
ELECTRICITY TO POWER
AND SUPPORT THE DATA
CENTRES.” 114

In other words, through our
daily digital activities, we create
vast amounts of data, often of
questionable quality and need:
“We produce far too much
low-quality data and software
in the digital industry. We just
churn out code, content, and
data. We store everything we
can...And data is growing at
totally unsustainable levels.
We will soon be dealing with
thousands of zettabytes of data
– truly unimaginable quantities.”
This data is now stored and
processed by large warehouse
“factories” which deal with
2.5 quintillion bytes of data on
a daily basis. By 2025, data
centres will consume one-fifth
of the planet’s electricity and are
projected to account for 14% of
global emissions in 2040.109

Average data centres consume
as much electricity as a
medium-sized town and use
non-renewable energy sources
such as fossil fuels as primary
source of power. “It’s sometimes
said that the cloud (and the
digital universe) begins with
coal…[which] is one of the
world’s largest sources of
electricity and a key contributor
to climate change. China and
the United States are the top
producers of coal.”110
Another layer of complexity
with data centres is the heat.
To prevent the equipment from
overheating, data warehouses
are dependent on 24/7 air
conditioning systems and water.
This causes heat and chemical
pollution in rivers and lakes,

and enormously increases the
water consumption footprint.
For example, a “plan to build
a vast data centre in central
Luxembourg hit the headlines
because of concerns about
the data centre’s water
consumption. It requires 10
million litres of water per
day, which is about 10% of
the country’s overall water
consumption.”111 Building the
data centres in colder climates
is not a remedy either. For
instance, they accelerated the
ice melt in Sweden.112
As with every aspect covered
in this report, Covid-19 made
matters much worse. The global
surge in online activity prompted
by lockdowns and the rapid
digitalization of organizations
resulted in the digital carbon
footprint spike.
Not only have businesses
stepped into fully online
communication, but most of us
are relying more than ever before
on digital infrastructure, which
has become a space for social
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PHYSICAL HFW 2018

DIGITAL HFW 2020

Actual preparations and internal
operations:

Actual preparations and internal
operations:

97 000 kg CO2-eq
2 157 kg CO2-eq
247 kg CO2-eq

47 000 kg CO2-eq

Travels:

1 060 000 kg CO2-eq
8 000 visitors
TOTAL FOOTPRINT PER VISITOR:

137 kg CO2-eq

Streaming:

430 000 kg CO2-eq
719 000 visitors
TOTAL FOOTPRINT PER VISITOR:

0,66 kg CO2-eq

Source: Digital Sustainability Report - HFW 2020/Digital Village

interaction and escapism. Many
European data centre providers
deal with the 15% increase in
power consumption and internet
usage at the beginning of the
pandemic. Traffic has rapidly
escalated since people were
forced to work from home and
connect with friends and families
online. Teams experienced a
12 million user increase, while
Zoom went from 10 million daily
users to 200 million by March
2020.113
According to Yale News, the
approximate level of GHG
emissions for 2021 would
amount to ~35 million tons
generated globally, and
compensation for that damage
would require planting a forest
twice the size of Portugal and
the amount of water consumed
would fill 317,200 Olympic size
swimming pools.
Don’t get us wrong. Having
described the current risks and
repercussions of digital waste,
we do not believe this trend
should be altered or slowed

down. It is still probably the
only viable solution to current
physical waste in fashion.
Let’s take a closer look at the
research conducted by Digital
Village that compared Helsinki
Fashion Week emissions in its
digital and physical form.
As you can see, digital events
are incomparably more efficient,
especially at a per capita basis.
And while at this point, physical
pollution is indeed much grander
than digital, with the growing
use of devices, supporting
infrastructure and subsequent
ICT consumption, matters will
only get worse.
With fashion transitioning into
and becoming a part of the
overall digital space, we know
that the pollution impact will be
far from negligible. As a society,
we face a new task of being
proactive in digital sustainability
and avoiding such devastating
air pollution-related events as
Meuse River Smog, Great Smog
of London, New York City Smog,
and so on. Most of which were

caused by coal plants pollution,
but as you remember, todays’
electricity is still relying on coal
to a great extent.
Fortunately, there are greener
and lower-carbon alternatives.
As we speak, data centre
operators are working on driving
the energy consumption down
through such enhancements
as smart buildings run on
clean energy and advanced
chiller equipment. That could
collectively bring the overall
average annual electricity
consumption down by 35 %.
For instance, the usage of smart
chillers can reduce unplanned
and emergency repairs by
approximately 66 %.116
Other advancements are
made in the legislation area.
For example, the European
Commission recognizes and
covers “Pollution risks from
digitalisation” in its EU Action
Plan from May 2021.
The advancements mentioned
above are precisely what we
need - digital done right. The
only way this will work is if
digitization goes hand in hand
with the developments in
renewable energy, including
the decoupling from fossil
fuels (especially coal). It will
also require digital pollution
regulations, digital awareness,
digital transparency, ICT
efficiency improvements, related
investments, and new shared
responsibility in producing and
consuming data.
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ONCLUION

IN THESE 50 PAGES, WE DOVE INTO THE FASHION
EVOLUTION FROM THE FIRST ONLINE TRANSACTION
TO TODAY, SHORTLISTED EMERGING BUSINESS
MODELS, ANALYZED THE IMPORTANCE OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATIONS IN FASHION, AND GOT
ACQUAINTED WITH THE CONCEPT OF ON-DEMAND
AND ITS GRANULARITIES. WE ALSO TOUCHED UPON
RISKS DUE TO THIS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION.
WE WOULD LIKE TO CONCLUDE THE REPORT WITH
THESE KEY TAKEAWAYS:

01

FROM THE FIRST ONLINE
TRANSACTION TO TODAY, THE
INDUSTRY FLOURISHED INTO A
COMPLEX AND PROBLEMATIC
CONSTRUCT IN DIRE NEED
OF TRANSFORMATION AND
REGULATION.

03

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
WILL SOON BECOME A
PREREQUISITE, A NEW
NORMAL FOR BRANDS’ IMAGE
AND THEIR SUCCESS.

05

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
MATERIALS IS A HOPEFUL
AND INNOVATIVE SPACE WITH
IMMENSE POTENTIAL TO
REPLACE SYNTHETIC AND
CHEMICAL-BASED FABRICS.

07

ETHICAL CONSUMPTION
BECOMES A HIGHER
PRIORITY. CONSUMERS
HAVE STARTED EXERCISING
THEIR PURCHASING POWER
THROUGH BUYING FROM
BRANDS THAT IN SOME WAY
EXTEND THE LIFE CYCLE OF
THE GARMENTS THEY SELL.

02

IN PURSUIT OF SUSTAINABILITY,
MULTIPLE NEW BUSINESS MODELS
HAVE EMERGED, TOUCHING UPON
EVERY SEGMENT OF THE PROCESS,
FROM HIGH-END TO LUXURY. WE
EXPECT THE INDUSTRY TO KEEP
EXPERIMENTING AND EACH BRAND
TO FIND ITS OWN RECIPE FOR
SUCCESS.

04

THE INDUSTRY IS SOAKING IN
AND DEPLOYING THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGIES TO DIGITALLY
TRANSFORM AND DIGITALLY
RE-IMAGINE SHOPPING.

06

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
ACCELERATED INITIAL
DEVELOPMENTS RESULTING IN NEW
STARTUPS, PARTNERSHIPS, AND
UNPRECEDENTED DISRUPTIONS,
AND WE EXPECT MORE TO COME.

08

ON-DEMAND FASHION IS FINDING
ITS WAY INTO THE MANUFACTURING
PROCESS OF MULTIPLE BRANDS,
WITH MADE-TO-MEASURE GETTING
A DIGITAL MAKEOVER AND MAKING A
COMEBACK.

The fashion industry will
never go back to the
traditional way of doing
business. It is more
important than ever for
brands to keep abreast
of advancements and
deploy the business
models and technologies that cater to the
brand’s identity and
target customer.
Vogue, in its interview
with Timo Rissanen,
Fashion Sustainability
Expert and Professor
from the University of
Technology, Sydney,
put it best: We need
to rethink some of the
most basic principles
on which our current
world functions… It
may have served us
in the 20th century,
but it certainly limits
our imagination now.
In Fashion, he hopes
to see a wider range
of business models to
diversify from the dominant retail model.
We sign off with the
same love of fashion we
started with but with a
more profound sense of
responsibility and commitment to change.
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CALL TO
ACTION

THE PURPOSE OF THIS LAST PART OF OUR REPORT IS TO
CONCENTRATE ON ACTION, AVOID ECO-GUILT, AND HIGHLIGHT THAT
WE HOLD THE POWER AND THE RIGHT TO DEMAND CHANGE.

CALL TO ACTION:
ACTIVE CONSUMER
List of petitions you might consider signing:
1. Thepetitionsite:they’d-rather-burn-unsoldclothes-than-donate-to-those-in-need
2. Action.storyofstuff.org/sign/stop_microfiber_plastic_pollution
3. Act.wemove.eu/campaigns/fashion-victims
4. Payyourworkers.org/petition
5. Change.org:choose-to-buy-ethically-orsecond-hand
6. Change.org:have-transparent-and-ethical-fashion-businesses

SHOP AND CARE FOR
CLOTHES BETTER
The fashion waste issue can seem like an impossible thing to tackle as just one person. In general, a lot of focus has been put on addressing
overproduction, but not overconsumption. The
truth is that overconsumption is an equal part of
the equation, however, if we can’t adapt to shop
less, then we need the tools to shop smarter.
1. READ YOUR LABELS!
There are materials that should be avoided
at all costs: Polyester, acrylic, rayon, nylon, and
acetate are just a few of the headliners. Anything
labeled static-resistant, stain-resistant, permanent
press, wrinkle-free, stain-proof, or moth-repellent.
Many of the stain-resistant and wrinkle-free fabrics
are treated with perfluorinated chemicals (PFCs),
like Teflon; these pollutants have been detected in
humans and marine animals.117
Additionally, there are certifications that companies can apply for and earn based on their level
of sustainability. These include: Cradle to Cradle
(C2C), Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS),
OEKO-Tex, Better Cotton Initiative (BCI). You
can see these certifications on the garments that
meet the standards. Be sure to keep a lookout.
2. READ THE GARMENT CARE
INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY & WASH
YOUR CLOTHES LESS
Following the care labels will help keep your
clothes newer and longer. Washing your clothes
less also reduces the amount of microplastics we
are releasing into the environment. Over a third of

all microplastics in the ocean come from synthetic textiles.
Invest in microfiber capturing. Purchase an aftermarket filter or wash your clothes in a special bag
that keeps microfibers out of wastewater.
3. GIVE YOUR CLOTHES A REFRESH AND
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY
Revamp and upcycle your clothes with the help
of great seamstresses. Every country/ region will
have a directory of wonderful and talented seamstresses ready to change the length, mend your
clothes, giving them a new life.
For example here is a UK directory: mendassembly.com/directory.
4. EXPLORE RENTING
Another alternative to infuse fresh styles with the
minimum footprint is renting, check out these
platforms to start: Renttherunway, Tulerie, Nuuly,
Brstylepassport, Vinceunfold, Stylelend.
5. WEAR YOUR CLOTHES LONGER,
INVEST IN ON-DEMAND/ MADE-TO-MEASURE
BRANDS, OR A GREAT TAILOR
“Fashion Fades, Style is Eternal” - Yves Saint
Laurent. Listen to Yves, buy for longevity, not for
trend! Invest in staple pieces that will last you a
lifetime.
Several Made-to-Measure brands for a perfect fit
for formal and casual styles:
MALE
ateliermunro.com
blacklapel.com
bombayshirts.com
indochino.com
lamaisondelhomme
spoke-london.com
tailorstore.com
woodiesclothing.com

FEMALE
bymegancrosby.com
citizenwolf.com
dressarteparis.com
eshakti.com
fameandpartners.com
maisoncleo.com
suitkits.com
sumissura.com

6. IF YOU HAVE TO BUY NEW, BUY LESS AND
RESEARCH THE BRAND
Avoid Greenwashing, try to know more before the
purchase. Presence of B-Corp certification is a
great sign! Alternatively, goodonyou.eco did most
of the homework for you.
7. BUY VINTAGE AND SECOND-HAND WHEN
POSSIBLE, SELL OR DONATE AFTER
Even though there is a little bit of controversy
around second-hand these days, we stand by
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3. USE GOOGLE ALTERNATIVES WHEN POSSIBLE
Google search engine alternatives, such as lilo.
org, duckduckgo.com, and ecosia.org prioritize
environmental and social issues, such as strict
privacy policies and using up to 80 % of their revenue for replanting trees.
it’s greater good. Major platforms to explore second-hand and vintage of any price range:
Depop.com, Poshmark, Farfetch, Vinted, Stillwhite, Thrift.plus, Thredup, Vestiairecollective, and
of course the marketplaces - Facebook, Asos, etc.

4. KEEP CALM AND DELETE EMAILS YOU
DON’T NEED/ WON’T READ
With emails releasing 4 to 10 g of CO2, keeping
your inbox clean and unsubscribing from newsletters you don’t need minimizes your footprint.

Don’t forget to resell or donate your items after
you’re done. Some ideas for donation:
Freethegirls, Dressforsuccess, Onewarmcoat,
Planetaid, Salvationarmyusa, Soles4souls, Nordstrom. Don’t forget to check local directories and
kindly follow donation guidelines as they might
vary depending on the recycling programmes they
have.

5. DOWNLOAD YOUR FAVOURITE PLAYLISTS
Streaming a song (and of course a video) will produce emissions every single time, but stored on
the internal memory will avoid emission cumulation.

8. NEVER UNDERESTIMATE YOUR IMPACT!
A recent Business of Fashion article outlined the
lack of data analytics in the fashion industry. “The
fashion industry also needs to get smarter about
data analytics to understand consumer trends and
manage production accordingly.”118
YOU ARE THAT DATA! CONTINUE TO TRY
AND SHOP SMARTER. Start to educate yourself
on more sustainable brands that you can rely on
when looking for new items for your wardrobe.
The sooner we make conscious changes the
sooner the industry will know we mean business.

CONTROL DIGITAL FOOTPRINT
We can be proactive and already start developing
better data and digital fashion consumption habits
through the following actions:
1. YOU DON’T NEED THE LATEST DEVICE!
Disposal of devices still contributes to the bulk of
digital pollution, so buying refurbished, or skipping
gadget renewal cycles, would make you a better
citizen of humanity.

6. ADDRESS BAR IS KING
Every google search adds to the footprint, so if
not minimizing the google searches, at least using
the address bar for it will add points to the carbon
footprint karma.
If your wardrobe is capsule, desktop clean, inbox
empty, music downloaded, and address book
prioritized over the search engine, you are making
a valuable sustainability contribution.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
We did not find an estimate of how many clothing
items should suffice for a modern lifestyle. Undoubtedly the range will be very broad, but even
that range is not researched, which results in no
normality check to lean on.
We did however find an interesting benchmark
from Project 333119 , which encourages people to
get by with 33 items for 3 months. As you might
have guessed - it is totally possible to happily
exist with 33 items for at least 3 months across all
sorts of lifestyles - the challenge was performed
over thousand times, received 40K followers on
Instagram, and was featured in Oprah, Vogue, and
other magazines. We encourage you to give it a
try!

2. RECYCLE RECYCLE RECYCLE
OLD GADGETS.
All the major electronics retailers and manufacturers have a version of old gadgets trade-in or take
back programmes (regardless of the electronics’
state), including Walmart, BestBuy, Apple, Target,
Costco, Dell.
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VOCAB
ULAR

1. AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)
- an enhanced version of the
real physical world that is
achieved through the use of
digital visual elements, sound,
or other sensory stimuli delivered via technology.
2. BESPOKE - clothing that is
handmade from start to finish
for individuals per their unique
specifications in the highest
quality of materials and craftsmanship. The term has been
historically associated with
men’s suits and tuxedos, etc.
3. CLOUD - refers to servers that
are accessed over the internet,
and the software and databases
that run on those servers. Cloud
servers are located in data
centers all over the world. By
using cloud computing, users
and companies do not have to
manage physical servers themselves or run software applications on their own machines.
4. CYBERSPACE - refers to the
virtual computer world, and
more specifically, an electronic
medium that is used to facilitate
online communication. Cyberspace typically involves a large
computer network made up
of many worldwide computer
subnetworks that employ TCP/
IP protocol to aid in communication and data exchange
activities.
5. DATA CENTERS - a facility
that centralizes an organization’s shared IT operations and
equipment for the purposes of
storing, processing, and disseminating data and applications. Because they house an
organization’s most critical and
proprietary assets, data centers
are vital to the continuity of
daily operations.
6. DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER
(DTC)
- refers to selling directly to the
customers without any involvement of wholesalers, retailers,
or any other middlemen.
7. HAUTE COUTURE - same as
bespoke clothing but traditionally associated with womenswear particularly dresses and
gowns.

8. INDUSTRY 4.0 (OR 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION)
- a shift in how manufacturing
of goods is changing in the 21st
century led by a collection of
transformative digital technologies.
9. MADE-TO-MEASURE (MTM)
- a business practice when a
product (or service) is made
as per the measurements and
other specifications of the
customer, following some standardization in the manufacturing
process
10. MADE-TO-ORDER (MTO)
- a business practice where
a product is made after the
order has been placed by the
customer.
11. METAVERSE - an interconnected immersive 3D digital world
that lets you feel that you’re
actually there. VR/AR glasses
are used to enter a metaverse.
12. NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN
(NFTS) - a unique digital identifier that cannot be copied,
substituted or subdivided, that
is recorded in a blockchain, and
that is used to certify authenticity and ownership (as of a specific digital asset and specific
rights relating to it).
13. ON-DEMAND FASHION
- a broader concept that
implies that the product of
interest has been already developed to a maximum extent
and exists in physical and/or
digital catalogs, but physically will only be manufactured
and delivered after the order
placement.
14. PHYGITAL - is a portmanteau
of ‘Physical’ and ‘Digital’, and
it represents the merging of the
physical world with the digital.
In the past, we have read about,
amongst others, ‘omni-channel’, ‘multi-channel’, and ‘holistic’ approaches.
15. PRE-ORDER - same as MTO,
refers to practice when a
customer places an order in
advance before the product is
made.
16. READY-MADE - a product or
service ready to be bought in its
finished form for immediate use.

17. READY-TO-WEAR (RTW OR
PRÊT-À-PORTER IN FRENCH)
- while a similar concept as
ready-made, ready-to-wear
refers particularly to clothing
produced in standard sizes and
specifications, and not meant
to fit a particular person. These
clothes are meant to be purchased off-the-rack and worn
immediately after.
18. RENEWABLE ENERGY - energy derived from renewable,
zero-emissions sources (“renewables”), as well as energy
saved through energy efficiency
(“EE”) measures.
19. SMART BUILDING - any
structure that uses automated processes to automatically
control the building’s operations
including heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, lighting, security,
and other systems.
20. SMART CHILLERS - used
by industrial facilities to cool
the water used in the heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning
(HVAC) units. Round-the-clock
operation of chillers is crucial to
data center operation, given the
considerable heat produced by
many servers operating in close
proximity to one another.
21. SMART FACTORY - a production unit, often dubbed as
‘factory of the future’, with intelligent interconnected machinery
and agile systems capable of
producing hundreds of different
styles of products with greater
efficiency.
22. SMALL-SCALE PRODUCTION - refers to the production
of goods in a small size factory.
These businesses generally
require less capital, produce
non-standardized products and
use labor-intensive processes.
23. VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) - the
use of computer modeling
and simulation that enables
a person to interact with an
artificial three-dimensional (3D)
visual or other sensory environments. In a typical VR format,
a user wearing a helmet with
a stereoscopic screen views
animated images of a simulated
environment.
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